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Chapter 1

Introduction

Weight reduction of multi-junction III-V semiconductor solar cells is an important bud-
get issue for space applications. Typically, space solar cells are epitaxially formed on
a Ge or GaAs substrate wafer. The substrate material determines the lattice constant
of the stack, provides mechanical stability during the cell process, and serves as bot-
tom cell [1]. The substrate wafer is typically more than 100 µm thick for reasons of
mechanical stability during cell processing, whereas a few µm thickness are sufficient
for the bottom cell to match the photogenerated currents in the top and middle cells
and not to be current limiting. Unnecessarily heavy substrate wafers hence reduce the
available payload for satellite missions.

There are several techniques that permit the production of very-thin lightweight
highly-efficient space solar cells. Ge or GaAs substrates are commonly removed by
chemical wet etching or grinding, which reduce weight but have the disadvantage that
the substrate wafer is lost for further use [2]. Separating the electrically active solar
cells from their substrates by a lift-off process could save the substrate and reduce costs.
The application of a layer transfer process for multi-junction III-V semiconductor space
solar cells is hence of main interest for all space agencies.

Lift-off processes based on epitaxial growth of the absorber layer onto a porous-
etched substrate already exist for the fabrication of monocrystalline silicon solar cells.
Brendel demonstrated the so-called Porous Silicon (PSI) process for the production
of monocrystalline thin-film Si solar cells [3]. This method uses a double layer of
mesoporous Si formed by means of electrochemical etching: A mesoporous layer with
low porosity at the surface of the substrate is used as a seed layer for the Si epitaxy,
while a buried high porosity layer is used as a pre-determined breaking-point.

The formation of porous germanium (PGe) has been not intensively studied and
only a few investigations were published [4]-[24]. This work focuses on the fabrication
and characterization of porous germanium layers by means of electrochemical etching.
The thesis evaluates the potential applications of porous Ge layers for the fabrication
of very-thin space solar cells.

Chapter 2 provides the reader with the theoretical background of solid-state physics
and electrochemistry of semiconductors necessary for understanding this work.

Chapter 3 explains the electrochemical formation of porous silicon and the PSI
process for the fabrication of thin monocrystalline solar cells. These two concepts
motivate the work and serve as reference for their implementation in germanium.
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4 Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 4 presents the electrochemical etching and annealing setup used as well as
various porous layer characterization methods used in this investigation.

Chapter 5 studies the formation of PGe layers by electrochemical etching. Meso-
porous germanium single- and multi-layers form by using highly concentrated hydroflu-
oric acid (HF) electrolytes. Constant electropolishing accompanies porous layer forma-
tion. The surface passivates with hydrogen by alternating the etching bias from anodic
to cathodic, hence avoiding substrate thinning.

Chapter 6 presents a model for the dissolution mechanism of Ge in highly concen-
trated HF-based electrolytes that considers chemical and electrochemical dissolution of
Ge with different electron valence numbers. The experimental observations and mea-
surements validate the model. The simulation of band bending withing the Si and Ge
electrodes at the semiconductor/electrolyte interface presents differences and suggests
the cause for the leakage current proposed in the literature [9],[14], which might be
responsible of the electropolishing.

Chapter 7 analyses the reorganization of porous Ge layers in different gas atmo-
spheres at temperatures beneath the melting point. The annealing of PGe layers in
nitrogen, argon, or forming gas atmospheres yields a reorganized and oxidized unsta-
ble porous layer. Annealing in hydrogen prevents oxidation and yields reorganized and
stable porous layers. Lift-off of mesoporous single layers and epitaxial growth of III-V
compounds on top of reorganized and stable PGe layers is demonstrated.

Finally, Chapter 8 presents the conclusions and the outlook of this work. Annexes A
and B present two potential alternatives to mesoporous Ge for the fabrication of very-
thin space solar cells that have been additionally investigated in this work: Mesoporous
p-type GaAs and mesoporous Si (100) with a miscut of 6◦towards (111).



Chapter 2

Semiconductors and electrolytes

The reader has to be acquainted with the basic principles of solid state physics, semi-
conductors and electrochemistry in order to achieve a complete understanding of the
investigations hereby presented. The phenomena that take place at the semiconductor-
electrolyte interface must be described in order to understand porous layer formation by
means of electrochemical etching. The following chapter presents a brief introduction to
semiconductors, band theory, and behavior of electrons and holes within a semiconduc-
tor, followed by a description of the semiconductor-metal and semiconductor-electrolyte
interfaces and their electronic characteristics. The standard books of solid state physics
[25],[26] and electrochemistry [27],[28] present a more detailed discussion of the theory.

2.1 Introduction to semiconductors

The properties of solid state materials are understood by examining their electronic
structure. The ability to conduct electricity is commonly used to classify them. Ac-
cording to the Electric Conductivity σ [Scm−1], solid state materials classify into three
major groups [29]: Isolators, semiconductors and metals. Table 2.1 shows typical con-
ductivity values for each group.

Material Conductivity σ[Scm−1]

Isolator 10−18 − 10−8

Semiconductor 10−8 − 104

Metal 104 − 106

Table 2.1: Materials and conductivity

Germanium is a semiconductor with a conductivity that typically varies in the
10−2−102 Scm−1 range. The conductivity strongly depends on the temperature and
doping concentration, i.e. concentration of foreign atoms added specifically. The addi-
tion of dopants changes the value of the resistivity up to several orders of magnitude,
taking values in the 10−4−104 range. Doped semiconductor materials are highly in-
teresting for the manufacture of various electronic devices and solar cells due to their
high tuneability.
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6 Chapter 2. Semiconductors and electrolytes

Figure 2.1: Generation of bands in solids from atomic orbitals of single atoms.

2.1.1 Band theory

There are different theories that describe the behavior of materials. The free electron
gas model describes some thermal properties of the materials, i.e. heat capacity. How-
ever, this model has some deficiencies, since is not able to discern between metals,
semiconductors, and isolators. The band theory is able to classify the materials and
simultaneously explain their electronic properties.

Each single atom has discrete atomic orbitals or energy levels which are likely
to be occupied by electrons. According to the Pauli’s exclusion principle, each en-
ergy level hosts a maximum of two electrons with opposite spins. If more atoms are
brought together and form a solid, the orbitals overlap, valence electrons interact, and
a quasi-continuous energy spectrum, commonly called energy band, forms. Electrons
are therefore arranged within energy bands rather than considering discrete energy
levels. Electrons tend to occupy the lowest energy levels. The last occupied band is
called Valence Band (VB) and the first unoccupied band is called Conduction Band
(CB). The energy difference between the highest energy level of the valence band EV
and the lowest energy level of the conduction band EC is called Energy Band Gap
EG = EC - EV . Figure 2.1 shows schematically the variation of the energy levels in
dependence of the interatomic separation.

The size of the band gap determines the conductivity and type of material. Mate-
rials are classified according to the band gap as shown in Figure 2.2. Semiconductors
typically show a band gap in a range of 0.3 to 3 eV. The band gap of semiconductors
depends on the external temperature. Ge, Si and GaAs have a band gap of 0.66 eV,
1.12 eV, and 1.42 eV respectively for an external temperature of 300 K. Insulators
show band gaps larger than 3 eV. Metals have a energy band gap lower than 0.3 eV or
even show overlap of both conduction and valence bands.

The movement of charge carriers through solid materials requires that electrons
occupy free or partially filled orbitals. The valence band is generally filled out and hence
occurs at the conduction band, where lots of unoccupied orbitals are still available.
Insulators have such a large band gap that electrons cannot excite from VB to the CB
and are hence not electric conductive. On the contrary, the CB and VB overlap in
the metal case. As a consequence, electrons coming from the VB migrate to the CB
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Figure 2.2: Energy band diagrams of (a) an intrinsic semiconductor, (b) insulator, and
(c) metal.

and metals are therefore highly conductive. Semiconductors have small band gaps and
electrons present at the VB move into the CB if an excitation is applied. Electrons are
excited thermally, electrically, or photonically. As electrons migrate from the VB to
the CB, they leave a positively charged carrier at the VB called Hole h+. The current
in semiconductors has therefore two components: Electrons and holes. Both are mobile
and have opposite charge. Figure 2.3 shows the electron conduction process within a
semiconductor.

The band gap energy determines the light absorption within a semiconductor. In-
coming light with a wavelength shorter than the Threshold Wavelength λ is absorbed
and generates charge carriers, whereas light with longer wavelengths passes unimpeded
throughout the semiconductor. Exceeding absorbed energy transforms into thermal en-
ergy and is lost. The adsorption wavelength of a semiconductor is given in nanometers
by the following equation:

λ ≤ 1240

EG
(2.1)

Semiconductors additionally classify according to the band gap type. Photon ab-
sorption in indirect band gap semiconductors requires a phonon, i.e. a quantized lat-
tice vibration with a determined energy, which compensates the change in the crystal
momentum that is necessary for absorption. On the contrary, direct band gap semi-
conductors do not need a phonon, and photons with energy equal to the band gap are
absorbed and create electron-hole pairs without momentum change. Figure 2.4 shows
schematically the differences between direct and indirect semiconductors. Ge and Si
are indirect semiconductors and GaAs is a direct semiconductor.
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Figure 2.3: Electron conduction. (a) At 0 K, the valence band is complete while the
conduction band is empty. (b) An electron is excited, e.g. thermally by increasing
temperature, and is able to migrate from the valence band into the conduction band,
creating a hole in the valence band. (c) An external field is able to separate the charges.

Figure 2.4: Adsorption in direct semiconductors does not imply a change in the crystal
momentum. Indirect semiconductors require a phonon additionally in order to adsorb
a photon and compensate the change in the crystal momentum.
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Figure 2.5: Fermi-Dirac distribution in an intrinsic semiconductor. At a temperature
T0 = 0 K, the function f(E,T) has a step-like shape with the step at the value EF .
By increasing the temperature, the occupation probability f(E,T) >0 varies for energy
values E>EF . In the case of sufficient energy E>EC , electrons coming from VB become
thermally excited and create holes at the VB.

2.1.2 Fermi energy level

Electrons and holes are fermions and obey the Pauli’s exclusion principle that states
that only a quantum state is occupied at a given time. Fermi-Dirac statistics are thus
applicable and the Fermi-Dirac distribution function hence describes the probability
of a fermion of having an energy E. The Fermi-Dirac distribution function depends on
the energy of the particle and the temperature.

f(E, T ) =
1

exp(E−EF

kT
) + 1

(2.2)

EF represents the Fermi energy level, k is the Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the
temperature. EF represents the energy value at which the occupation probability is
equal to 1/2. At absolute zero, all available energy states below the level EF are filled
up with electrons and EF is equal to the EV . The occupation probability increases
by rising the temperature. Some electrons hence excite to energy levels above the
Fermi level. Figure 2.5 shows the Fermi-Dirac distribution function for an intrinsic
semiconductor.

Holes are positively charged carriers produced by the migration of an electron from
the valence band to the conduction band and behave similarly to a positive charged
electron. Intrinsic semiconductors are materials that do not contain impurities. The
electron density hence equals the hole density since the activation of an electron from
the VB to the CB yields a free electron in the CB as well as a free hole in the VB.
The Fermi level is thus located in the mid-point of the band gap. The Concentration
of Electrons n0 and Holes p0 is calculated using the mass action law shown in equation
2.3 for non-degenerate semiconductors in thermal equilibrium. The charge carrier
concentration depends on the energy band gap and the absolute temperature.
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Figure 2.6: Representation of a) intrinsic, b) n-type, and c) p-type semiconductor. The
Fermi level depends on the doping level. EF is located in the middle of the band gap
for the intrinsic semiconductor. For n-type semiconductors, the Fermi level is located
just above the donor level and for p-type semiconductors, below the acceptor level.

n0 · p0 = n2
i = Nc ·NV · e

(EV −EC )

kT = Nc ·NV · e
−EG
kT (2.3)

Equation 2.4 gives the conductivity of a material, where q is the Elementary Charge
and µe and µh are the Mobilities of Electrons and Holes respectively. Changes in the
conductivity of semiconductors are interesting for the industry. They are obtained by
varying the amount of charge carriers available. Thermal activation, illumination, and
doping of the substrates affect charge carrier concentration.

σ = q−n0µe + q+p0µh (2.4)

2.1.3 Doping in semiconductors

Intrinsic semiconductors have the same concentration of electrons n0 and holes p0.
The number of mobile charge carriers is limited because thermal activation is the only
mechanism for carrier generation. The conductivity is thus strongly dependent on
the temperature and becomes difficult to control. The development of components
in the microelectronic and photovoltaic industry requires controlled variations in the
conductivity of the semiconductors. This is obtained by adding in a controlled manner
tiny fractions of atoms (1015 - 1019 atoms/cm3) of various materials, so-called dopants,
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Figure 2.7: Representation of a semiconductor-metal contact. a) Differences between
a p-type semiconductor and a metal. b) p-type semiconductor contacted to a metal.
Band bending occurs and a space charge region appears. c) Differences between a n-
type semiconductor and a metal. d) n-type semiconductor contacted to a metal. Space
charge region is formed, but band bending is opposite to p-type

to the semiconductors. The impurities bring additional charge carriers which help to
change deliberately the conductivity in a controlled manner.

Doping atoms for Si or Ge are typically elements from the III and V groups. Boron
and phosphor are dopants for p- and n-type doping respectively. Phosphor atoms have
five valence electrons and donate an electron at room temperature to the conduction
band due to the small energetic difference. Supplementary electrons create an addi-
tional energy level a few meV beneath the CB, also called donor level. The conductivity
is hence dominated by the amount of electrons and is called n-type. In n-type semi-
conductors, the amount of electrons dominates the conductivity. The electrons and
holes are respectively the majority and minority charge carriers. The dopants are also
called donors. On the contrary, boron has three electrons and accepts electrons coming
from the valence band. An additional energy level called acceptor level forms a few
meV above the valence band. The majority charge carriers, i.e. holes, dominate the
conductivity and it is called p-type.

The energy band diagrams change substantially by varying the concentration or
type of the majority charge carriers. The Fermi level exists at the midpoint of the
band gap in the case of intrinsic semiconductors. The Fermi level moves downwards
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closer to the valence band in the case of p-type semiconductors due to the increased
hole density. On the contrary, the Fermi level moves upwards closer to the conduction
band with increased electron density. Figure 2.6 shows schematically the position of
the Fermi level.

Equations 2.5 and 2.6 give the position of the Fermi level for p- and n-type respec-
tively, where ni is the Intrinsic Charge Carrier Concentration and NA and ND are the
Concentration of Acceptors and Donors respectively.

EF = EV +
EG
2
− kBT · ln(

ni
NA

) (2.5)

EF = EC −
EG
2

+ kBT · ln(
ni
ND

) (2.6)

Photogenerated carriers1 are characterized by their Lifetime τ , which represents
the average time that the carriers walk randomly prior to recombination. The average
length that a charge carrier roams, also called Diffusion Length L, is proportional to
the Diffusion Constant D and τ according to Equation 2.7.

L =
√
D · τ (2.7)

2.2 General aspects of semiconductor electrochem-

istry

2.2.1 Semiconductor-metal interface

When two dissimilar metals are brought together and an electrical contact forms, cur-
rent flows across the contact. The driving force for this process is the difference between
the Fermi levels of both materials. Prior to the contact, each metal has its character-
istic Fermi level. As metals are contacted, electrons flow from the metal with higher
Fermi level to the other metal until both Fermi levels balance. As electrons migrate,
the Fermi level diminishes due to the decrease in the electron density. Correspond-
ingly, the Fermi level at the other metal increases and both Fermi level match. The
net charge transfer across the interface is thus equal to zero.

A similar process occurs when a semiconductor and a metal are contacted. Figure
2.7 shows the formation of a p-type-metal (a,b) and n-type-metal (c,d) interfaces. In
the case of a n-type semiconductor, the majority charge carriers are electrons and the
Fermi level of the semiconductor is higher than that of the metal (step c). As both are
brought into electrical contact, charge transfer occurs and Fermi levels balance (step

1Only minority charge carriers produced by illumination are considered. Additional majority charge
carriers produced by illumination are negligible in comparison to the large amount of majority charge
carriers already present at the semiconductor.
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d). At equilibrium, both Fermi levels are equal and the net charge transfer is zero. The
majority charge carriers locate at the surface of the semiconductor due to the higher
charge carrier concentration within the semiconductor in contrast to the two metals
case. Since the Fermi level must be constant across the semiconductor, an electric field
appears and the energy bands bend in order compensate the depletion of charge at
the surface. The energy bands are bent towards a higher energy because there are less
electrons at the surface than in the semiconductor bulk. Similarly, but in an opposite
way, happens with p-type semiconductors and metals. The majority charge carriers
are holes, thus accept electrons from metal. The energy bands bend towards lower
energies to compensate the electric field caused by the holes located at the interface.

The region in which the energy bands are bent is called Space Charge Region SCR
and extends into the interior of the semiconductor volume due to the low electrical
conductivity of semiconductors. The thickness of the SCR is obtained by solving
the one-dimensional Poisson’s equation, which relates the Charge Density ρ(x) to the
Electrostatic Potential V. Equation 2.8 gives the SCR Thickness dSCR assuming that
the charge density is proportional to the amount of dopants. NDOP is the Doping
Concentration and ∆EF/e is the size of band bending. The thickness of the SCR
extends from a few Å up to µm depending mainly on the doping density.

dSCR =

√
2 · ε0εS · (∆EF − e · Uext)

e2 ·NDOP

(2.8)

2.2.2 Electrolytes

Electrolyte solutions represent a more complicated system than crystalline semiconduc-
tors and the description of energy levels is therefore complex. Electrolytes are chemical
compounds that dissociate into electrically charged ions when dissolved in a solvent.
Electrolytes are divided in three major groups: Acids, bases, and salts. Due to their
fluid nature, electrolytes composed of charged moving components, i.e. ions, that in-
teract with each other. The transport and movement of ions within the fluid can take
place simultaneously with drift, diffusion, convection, or a mixture of all of them.

Different parameters characterize an electrolyte. Specific resistivity values vary
typically in the range of 1 to 10 Ωcm. Table 2.2 presents typical ion mobility and
diffusion constants of electrolytes. These values and the dielectric constant depend
strongly on the electrolyte concentration.

The band theory states that the charge transfer between an electrode and the
electrolyte takes place from the energy levels within or from surface states of the
electrolyte into the energy levels of the electrolyte, which are located in the orbitals
of the ions present in the solution. The addition of solvents to the electrolytes creates
a solvent shell in the surroundings of the electrolyte ions. The charge transfer occurs
via two parallel reactions: The reduction reaction and the oxidation reaction. The
reduction reaction implies the transfer of electrons from the electrode into an orbital
of the solution ion. The flow of electrons moving in this direction is called reduction
current. Oppositely, the oxidation reaction involves the transfer from electrons coming
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Ion Mobility Diffusion Constant

µF− = 5.7 · 10−3 cm2

V s
DF− = 1.5 · 10−5 cm2

s

µH+ = 3.6 · 10−3 cm2

V s
DH+ = 9.3 · 10−5 cm2

s

µOH− = 2.1 · 10−3 cm2

V s
DOH− = 5.4 · 10−5 cm2

s

Table 2.2: Ion mobilities and diffusion coefficients in diluted HF-based electrolytes

from the ion orbitals into the electrode. The flow of electrons moving into the electrode
is called oxidation current. A pair consisting of both species is called redox couple.
Equations 2.9 and 2.10 show the reduction and oxidation reaction respectively. Red
represents the ions that donate electrons to the electrode, also called reducing species.
Ox represents the oxidizing species, i.e. ions located at the electrode that accept
electrons.

Ox+ e− → Red (2.9)

Red→ Ox+ e− (2.10)

Figure 2.8 shows the Marcus-Gehrischer model [27],[28], which is a generally ac-
cepted model that describes the energy levels within an electrolyte. The ions located
in the electrolytes have discrete energy states. However, thermal fluctuations cause
continuous changes in the energy levels at the solvent shell created at the surface of
the ions. The energy levels are therefore not discrete and their occupation probability
is given by Gaussian curves, whose peaks are denoted as Eox and Ered. These values
represent the most probable energy levels of the oxidizing and reducing species respec-
tively. Eredox represents the Redox Potential of the electrolyte, which is an extension
of the Fermi level concept to electrolytic solutions.

The hydrogen couple H+/H is used in electrochemistry as potential reference and is
also called standard hydrogen electrode. Under standard conditions, the concentration
of reacting and oxidizing species is equal and therefore, Eredox is placed in the middle
between Eox and Ered. Compared to the electron energy in vacuum, which is used
as reference in solid state physics, the hydrogen couple is located -4.5 eV below the
vacuum level. Equation 2.11 relates the Fermi level of the electrolyte EF,redox to the
redox potential.

EF,redox = −4.5 eV − Eredox (2.11)

Electrochemical equilibrium occurs as the electrode is immersed into the electrolyte.
An electrochemical double layer forms subsequently at the electrode-electrolyte inter-
face as shown in Section 2.2.3. The Fermi level of the electrode equals the redox
potential of the electrolyte EF=Eredox. The Nernst equation gives the redox poten-
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Figure 2.8: Band structure of the semiconductor-electrolyte interface. Once a semicon-
ductor is brought in contact to an electrolyte, the Fermi level within the semiconductor
equals the redox potential Eredox in the electrolyte. Eox and Ered describe the oxidizing
and reducing energies of the electrolyte respectively. The energy levels in the elec-
trolyte are not discrete, and their occupation probability is represented by a Gaussian
curve.

tial and is obtained as shown in 2.12, where Cox and Cred are the Concentrations of
Oxidizing and Reducing Species respectively.

Eredox =
Eox + Ered

2
+ kBT · ln

(
Cox
Cred

)
(2.12)

2.2.3 Semiconductor-electrolyte interface

There are several models that describe the semiconductor-electrolyte interface. The
behavior of the semiconductor/electrolyte interface presents similarities to the semi-
conductor/metal interface. Whereas in metals electrons accumulate at the interface
to the semiconductor, electrolyte ions accumulate at the interface and form a double
layer. The Helmholtz model considers that a layer of ions is located at the surface of
the electrode and compensate its charge [30]. The Gouy-Chapman model assumes that
ions are mobile due to thermal fluctuations and therefore ions form a diffuse structure
called Gouy layer [31],[32]. The Stern model is generally accepted and considers that
the interface is a combination of both models [33].

The immersion of a semiconductor in an electrolyte containing redox couples results
in a charge-transfer process between parts until electrostatic equilibrium is achieved.
The Fermi levels in both semiconductor and electrolyte equalize. An electric field
appears at the solid/liquid interface, causing the formation of an electrical double
layer as shown in Figure 2.9: the Gouy layer and the intermediate Helmholtz layer
form in the electrolyte close to the electrode and the SCR within the electrode. The
Helmholtz layer is composed of two layers, the Inner Helmholtz Plane (IHP) and the
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Figure 2.9: Structure of the electrical double layer at the semiconductor-electrolyte
interface and the corresponding energy distribution. Note that the drastic change in
the energy distribution at the IHP is only possible if the relative positions of EF and
Eredox permit the formation of a depletion region within the semiconductor.

Outer Helmholtz Plane (OHP). The ions present at the electrolyte can approach the
interface to the distance of the OHP and the solvent dipoles surround the ions forming
a solvating shell. The IHP represents the average distance from the electrode at which
the polarized solvents and the adsorbed and non-solvated ions are located. The size of
both Helmholtz layers together extents up to a maximum of 0.5 nm and is equal to the
diameter of a solvated ion. If the charge derived from the ions within the Helmholtz
layer is not large enough to influence the charge at the surface’s electrode, an additional
layer called Gouy layer forms with additional charged ions. The Gouy layer extends out
from the electrode about 10 nm, although it depends on the electrolyte concentration.
It becomes negligible for highly concentrated electrolytes.

A potential difference ΦH , also called Helmholtz potential, appears between the
outer Helmholtz layer and the semiconductor’s surface due to the differences in the
charge. The distance between charges corresponds to the ionic radius, including the
solvating shell, which acts as a capacitor. Equation 2.13 shows that the overall potential
difference, also called galvanic potential ΦGal, equals the sum of the potential difference
at the Helmholtz layer and the additional potential differences at the SCR ΦSCR and
Gouy layer ΦGou. The term ΦGou is negligible for highly concentrated electrolytes. In
the case of lowly doped semiconductors, the potential drops mainly at the SCR and the
galvanic potential equals the potential drop across the SCR. For the experiments carried
out in this work, highly doped Ge substrates are used and the system complicates.
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Figure 2.10: Band structure of a Ge p-type semiconductor/electrolyte interface. The
Fermi level within the semiconductor equals the redox potential Eredox in the electrolyte.
Eox and Ered describe the oxidizing and reducing energies of the electrolyte respectively.
The energy levels in the electrolyte are not discrete and their occupation probability
is represented by a Gaussian curve.

Furthermore, there are certainly lots of defects, e.g. dangling bonds, that cause the
formation of surface states with energetic states within the band gap, acting as an
electron sink.

ΦGal = ΦH + ΦSCR + ΦGou (2.13)

Similarly to the semiconductor-metal interface, band bending occurs when semi-
conductors contact an electrolyte solution. The Fermi levels of the semiconductor and
electrolyte are dissimilar. The Fermi level EF is higher than EF,redox in n-type semi-
conductors. Band bending hence occurs as a result of depletion of electrons at the
semiconductor surface until both values balance. The p-type case shows similar be-
haviour but opposite. Band bending is equal to q·ΦSCR, where the potential at the SCR
is equal to the potential difference at the bulk and at the surface, ΦSCR = ΦBulk−ΦSurf .
Equation 2.14 gives the width of the SCR, where Ni is the Doping Concentration, i.e.
NA or ND for p- and n-type respectively.

d =

√
2εε0ΦSCR

q ·Ni

(2.14)

The Fermi level is generally lower than the redox potential. Electrons must transfer
from the solution to the electrode in order to attain equilibrium. This generates a
negative charge in the space charge region, which causes a downward bending in the
band edges. Since the majority charge carriers have been removed from this region,
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Figure 2.11: Variation of the band edges with applied potential.

it is referred to as depletion layer. Figure 2.10 shows the band structure of a p-type
doped Ge semiconductor/electrolyte interface.

The I-V characteristics of a semiconductor/metal and a semiconductor/electrolyte
interfaces are similar to those of a diode. Similarly to a Schottky contact, the form
and bending of the bands within the SCR vary by applying a potential. Depending on
the potential’s magnitude and doping type, the Fermi level shifts, hence causing band
bending, flattening or even accumulation. Figure 2.11 shows the effect of the applied
potential on the band edges on n- and p-type semiconductors. If the Fermi energy lies
at the same level as the redox potential of the electrolyte, there is neither net charge
transfer nor band bending as shown in Figure 2.11.b and Figure 2.11.e. This potential
is used as reference and called flat band potential. A depletion region forms as shown
in Figure 2.11.a and Figure 2.11.d by applying a higher potential than the flat band
potential. If a lower potential is applied, there is an excess of majority charge carriers
in the SCR and it drives to an accumulation region as shown in Figure 2.11.c and
Figure 2.11.f.

2.3 Summary and conclusions to Chapter 2

This chapter presented the basics of semiconductor physics and electrochemistry. Solid
materials classify according to their conductivity as isolators, semiconductors, and
metals. Semiconductors are of interest because the conductivity is tunable by adding
dopants. It has been shown that the semiconductor-metal interface has similarities to
the semiconductor-electrolyte interface. Energy band bending occurs by bringing into
contact a semiconductor and an electrolyte. The Fermi level of the electrolyte and the
redox potential at the electrolyte equalize. A multi-layer structure forms at the surface
of the electrode. The magnitude of band bending varies with the applied etching current
density, electrolyte concentration, and doping type and density. These parameters are
hence important since they determine pore formation at the semiconductor.



Chapter 3

Basics on porous Si

This chapter focuses on the application of porous Si for layer-transfer processes after
reorganization during high temperature annealing in hydrogen atmosphere. The chapter
introduces porous Si and the Porous Silicon Process (PSI Process) to the reader and
presents the fundamentals of anodic dissolution and porous silicon formation mech-
anisms. The reaction mechanisms for electrochemical anodic dissolution at the sili-
con/electrolyte interface and their current-voltage characteristics are discussed. Fi-
nally, sintering and reorganization mechanisms of porous layers in hydrogen atmosphere
are explained.

3.1 Porous silicon

Since its discovery by Uhlir in 1956, porous Si has gained importance due to its inter-
esting properties and wide range of applications [34]. It was first in the 1990’s when
Canham discovered an efficient luminescence emission of porous silicon in the visible
region [35],[36]. As a consequence, porous silicon was object of intensive research for
its potential applications in many different fields. Further investigations demonstrated
its applications for layer transfer processes [3],[37].

Porous Si is generally produced by electrochemical anodization of Si in concentrated
hydrofluoric (HF) electrolytes. Due to the electrochemical etching and the redox re-
actions, atoms coming from the Si substrate move into the solution. However, in
contrast to electropolishing, Si atoms are not uniformly removed from the substrate,
but in separated pores that grow into the depth leaving a porous structure which is
crystalline.

Depending on the specific resistivity of the substrate and the electrolyte composition
and concentration, the morphology, the porosity and the size of the pores varies. The
Internation Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) classifies porous materials
in micro-, meso- and macroporous according to the pore’s Diameter d [38]. The term
microporous refers to pores with a diameter smaller than 2 nm. Mesoporous refers to
pores with a diameter between 2 and 50 nm and finally, macroporous refers to pores
with diameter larger than 50 nm.

19
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Figure 3.1: Typical I-V curves of Si in HF solutions. Curve a) refers to p-type Si and
curve b) refers to n-type Si. Three regions appear under forward bias in curve a):
divalent, tetravalent, and current oscillations. Figure adapted from [39].

3.1.1 Current-voltage curves and electrochemical reactions

There are several models that describe the anodization and formation of mesoporous
Si. Lehmann proposed a mechanism for anodic dissolution in HF electrolytes which is
generally accepted [40],[41]. Figure 3.1 shows schematically the characteristic current-
voltage curves of p- and n-doped silicon in HF-based electrolytes according to the
studies presented by Föll [42]. Concrete values and the shape of the curve depend on
substrate’s doping, electrolyte, and illumination of the sample during etching. The
Si electrode limits the charge transfer and therefore, the semiconductor/electrolyte
junction behaves similarly to a Schottky diode. For example, under dark and reverse
bias conditions, i.e. negative bias for p-type Si and positive bias for n-type Si, a tiny
leakage current is available and breakdown occurs at a certain voltage denoted as Vb.

Lehmann’s model distinguishes three regions under forward bias conditions in the
I-V curves of Si substrates in acidic HF-based electrolytes: Below JPS, between JPS and
JOSC , and above JOSC . Lehmann’s model states that Si atoms will be removed mainly
through the divalent dissolution mechanism for etching processes with etching current
density values under the critical current density JPS. Therefore, only two charges are
necessary to remove a Si atom from the substrate. Mesopore formation occurs under
such conditions. The overall equation for this process is:

Si+ 4HF−
2 + h+ ⇒ SiF−2

6 + 2HF +H2 + e− (3.1)

The divalent dissolution mechanism and pore formation is divided in six steps.
The dissolution process starts with a hydrogen-terminated surface, which is obtained
by introducing the Si electrode into the electrolyte. Hydrogen atoms passivate the
surface and cover each Si surface atom with two hydrogen atoms. In step 1, a hole
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coming from the Si bulk arrives at the surface, where HF−
2 ions are present and allows

the nucleophilic substitution of a hydrogen atom by a fluorine atom. This step limits
the etching rate of the reaction mechanism and is proportional to the applied etching
current density. Step 2 and 3 comprise the substitution of the second hydrogen atom
under injection of an electron. Simultaneously, a volatile H2 molecule forms and evolves
from the electrode. In steps 4 and 5, the Si-F bonds polarise the two Si-Si back bonds
which are attacked by HF−

2 ions. Step 6 comprises the formation of a SiF4 molecule
that reacts with two further F− atoms to form SiF2−

6 . Simulataneously, the Si surface
is passivated with hydrogen atoms.

Tetravalent dissolution, i.e. four charge carriers needed for single atom dissolution,
occurs for etching current density values between JPS and JOSC . In this case, the Si
dissolution reaction has two steps and dissolution occurs via an intermediate anodic
oxide; first Si atoms react with water to form SiO2, which is water insoluble and can only
be removed with HF. In the second step, the SiO2 is removed with HF. Simultaneously,
the substrate gets electropolished, resulting in a thinner substrate.

Si+ 2H2O + 4h+ ⇒ SiO2 + 4H+ (3.2)

SiO2 + 2HF−
2 + 2HF ⇒ SiF−2

6 + 2H2O (3.3)

The overall tetravalent dissolution reaction equation is as follows:

Si+ 2HF−
2 + 2HF + 4h+ ⇒ SiF−2

6 + 4H+ (3.4)

Two consecutive current maximum and minimum, marked as JPS and JOSC , appear
in the p-type curve under forward bias conditions. The local minimum observed at the
critical current density value JPS comes out as a consequence of the change in the
dissolution valence from two to four. For etching current densities close to JPS, very
strong hydrogen evolution takes place, having thus a stirring effect on the surface.
As the critical etching current density is reached, hydrogen evolution virtually stops,
thus cancelling the stirring effect and decreasing the rate of mass transfer from the
electrolyte into the substrate. The etching current density reduces because the rate
of mass transfer diminishes due to the resistance of the oxide formed at the substrate
boundary for tetravalent dissolution.

Current oscillations appear for etching current densities exceeding JOSC . A passi-
vation oxide layer forms at the surface of the semiconductor if the anodic potential is
sufficient. HF electrolyte etches away the silicon oxide and oxide forms again, causing
thus the oscillations. The ”Current-Burst” model introduced by Carstensen et al. re-
lates the oscillations to the growth and subsequently etch of silicon oxide under such
etching conditions [43],[44].
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3.1.2 Pore wall passivation mechanisms

The formation of a porous structure requires a mechanism that stops the dissolution
of pore walls while etching at the pore tips. Pore wall passivation allows the conser-
vation of the porous structure while the porous etching front etches deeper into the
substrate. The mechanism of surface passivation is not fully understood. There are
several mechanisms proposed as passivation causing, namely quantum confinement and
SCR formation.

Charge’s carriers energy increases if they are confined into a small volume. As a
consequence, the band gap widens because the energy of electrons and holes increases.
Large band gaps prevent the access of charge carriers, i.e. holes, into the porous
structure and hence avoids porous dissolution. Pore formation continues at the pore
tips, where holes are still available. This effect is observable for structures of a few nm
and suggested mechanism for pore wall passivation of microporous Si [45].

The presence of a SCR was suggested as cause for the stop of the dissolution reaction
at the pore walls [41],[46],[47]. Several experiments demonstrated the presence of a
carrier-depleted layer and that the doping of the substrate, i.e. width of the substrate,
correlate with the thickness of the pore walls [41] and with the pore-to-pore distance
in the macroporous Si case [47].

The SCR covers the entire surface, including pore tips, where etching continues.
There are therefore several mechanisms suggested for the formation of pores including
SCR formation. Thermoionic emission is responsible of mesoporous Si formation in
p-type and n-type substrates with specific resistivities below 1018 cm−3 [40] as well as
responsible of macropore formation on p-type silicon with doping densities below 1016

cm−3 [47]. Avalanche breakdown causes etch pits in moderately doped n-type Si [41]
and the formation of macropores caused by illumination or injection of charges coming
from p-type regions in n-type substrates [48],[49]. Charge carrier tunneling through
the SCR causes mesoporous Si formation on n-type and p-type substrates with doping
densities exceeding 1018 cm−3 [41],[50].

3.1.3 Effect of the etching conditions

The electrochemical etching conditions determine pore formation. There are many
parameters that affect pore formation: Substrate orientation, electrolyte temperature,
sample illumination, substrate roughness, surface passivation, etc ... However, porosity,
pore morphology, and etching rate strongly correlate to three main parameters: Etching
current density, specific resistivity of the substrate, and electrolyte concentration.

Porosity and etching rate both increase while increasing the applied etching current
density. Additional charge carriers present at the semiconductor/electrolyte interface
allow higher atom dissolution and porosity. High doping levels, i.e. low substrate
resistivities, show high porosities and low etching rates. The SCR width reduces due
to the high doping level, allowing thinner pore walls. This effect causes the porosity
to increase and the etching rate to diminish. An increase in the porosity requires the
removal of more bulk material, what causes a reduction in the etching rate.

An increase in the electrolyte concentration causes a higher etching rate and a re-
duced porosity. Si atom dissolution, i.e. the etching rate, enhances while increasing
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the electrolyte concentration as the amount of HF−
2 ions present at the semiconduc-

tor/electrolyte interface increases. The porosity reduces while increasing the electrolyte
concentration because a faster Si atom dissolution creates a local current density that
decreases the porosity. These effects and their physical interpretation are discussed in
depth in Reference [40].

3.1.4 Porous layer annealing and reorganization

Annealing of porous materials at temperatures below the melting point is interesting
for layer transfer processes. The porous structure reorganizes by introducing it in a
reducing atmosphere at temperatures exceeding 350 ◦C [51], although temperatures of
about 1100 ◦C serve for a complete reorganization. Depending on the porosity, two
different effects take place: a compacted and reinforced structure forms for porosities
below 40 % and a collapsed layer with large voids forms for porosities exceeding 40 %.

Thermal activation allows silicon atoms to migrate and rearrange. The crystal
structure remains unaffected during reorganization and atoms exchange their position
within the crystal lattice. The internal surface diminishes and large voids form caused
by the reduction of the surface energy, which is related to the internal surface area.
The thermal activation permits Si atoms to move into more energetically advantageous
positions, hence reducing the surface-volume ratio. There are three basic diffusion
mechanisms in the literature that describe rearrangement of Si atoms during annealing
[52]:

� Gas phase diffusion: Si atoms present at pores evaporate from the pore walls,
diffuse into another position within the pore matrix, and finally precipitate in
another position.

� Volume diffusion: Si atoms or vacancies diffuse throughout the volume and con-
solidate in another position.

� Surface diffusion: Si atoms move along pore walls within the pore matrix and
change their position. This mechanism is the most important diffusion mechanism
as shown by Müller et al. [53],[54].

3.2 The Porous Silicon Process

The fabrication of thin monocrystalline Si layers was studied by Yonehara et al. by
applying an epitaxial growth on a porous substrate and subsequently a layer transfer
to an insulator by means of wafer bonding [55]. However, Brendel was the first to in-
troduce a porous-based layer transfer process to the photovoltaic community [3]. The
PSI process is a layer transfer technique based on the epitaxial growth of monocrys-
talline thin-film Si layers on top of a mesoporous double layer [3],[56]-[60]. It permits
the fabrication of very thin Si devices and is applicable to the production of very thin
monocrystalline Si solar cells. Figure 3.1 shows schematically the PSI process. A
monocrystalline p-type doped Si wafer with (100) orientation and specific resistivity
in the 8-12 mΩcm range serves as starting substrate. In the first step, a mesoporous
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Figure 3.2: Schema of the PSI process. The cycle starts with a porous double layer
formation followed by annealing and subsequent epitaxial growth of the Si device. The
solar cell is processed and encapsulated for lift-off, transferred to the glass carrier and
the back side of the cell can be further processed. Finally, the substrate is cleaned for
further re-use. Figure from [39].

double layer is produced on top of the substrate by means of electrochemical etching.
The electrolyte is HF (50 wt. %) : ethanol = 2:1 (vol.). An etching current density of
5 mA/cm2 is applied for 1 min for the upper porous layer, also called starting layer,
yielding a porous layer with a porosity in the 20-30 % range. The bottom layer, also
called separation layer, is obtained by applying an etching current density in a range of
150 to 250 mA/cm2 during 100 sec, yielding a layer of about 1 µm and with a porosity
exceeding 40 %. The starting layer is used as a seed layer for the Si epitaxy, while the
separation layer is used as a pre-determined breaking-point.

The substrate is annealed in the second step in hydrogen atmosphere at 1100 ◦C
for 1 hour, causing thus the reorganization of the porous double layer. Hydrogen atmo-
sphere is compulsory in order to remove oxide rests that might hinder porous reorgani-
zation. The starting layer rearranges and the surface becomes nearly closed, allowing
thus a subsequent epitaxy. The silicon device is epitaxially deposited onto the porous
layer, for instance by means of Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD). The Si thin-film
preserves the crystal orientation of the starting substrate and grows monocrystalline.
The separation layer weakens mechanically due to reorganization, allowing thus a later
controlled lift-off of the epitaxial film.

In the next step, the front side of the solar cell is processed. The PSI process permits
the application of technologies applied in the photovoltaic industry for the fabrication of
solar cells, such as wet chemical surface and texturing processes, diffusion for emitter
formation, and the deposition of metal contacts. Once front side cell processing is
finished, the cell is adhered to a low-cost substrate in the next step, typically a glass
carrier, and becomes encapsulated. By applying a mechanical force, the solar cell is
removed from the substrate throughout the reorganized separation layer. The rear
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side of the solar cell is processed. Finally, the rests of the porous layer present at the
substrate are removed and the surface is conditioned for further use and a new PSI
cycle. A 10 times re-use of a single substrate coupled to solar cell fabrication was
successfully demonstrated [59].

3.3 Summary and conclusions to Chapter 3

This chapter serves as reference for successive studies regarding mesoporous Ge for-
mation. The chapter has shown that porous Si forms by electrochemical etching in
HF-based electrolytes. In comparison to Ge, the formation of mesoporous Si has been
extensively studied and the dissolution mechanisms are well understood. I-V curves in
Si have three different regions: Below JPS, between JPS and JOSC , and above JOSC . Si
pore formation occurs for etching current densities below JPS, i.e. divalent dissolution.
Tetravalent dissolution occurs for etching current densities between JPS and JOSC and
current-voltage oscillations occur for etching current density values exceeding JOSC . An
efficient pore wall passivation mechanism is compulsory in order to avoid dissolution
of already-formed porous Si.

Porous Si annealing is necessary for porous reorganization. Thermal activation
allows Si atoms to rearrange and reorganize in an energetic favourable position. The
internal surface diminishes and the morphology depends on the porosity of the layer
prior to annealing. The PSI process serves for reproducible layer transfer of thin-film
high-efficiency monocrystalline solar cells. The process uses a mesoporous double layer
with different porosities that reorganize differently during annealing depending on the
porosity. The starting layer with low porosity compacts and its surface gets closed,
allowing high quality epitaxial growth, whereas the separation layer with high porosity
weakens mechanically allowing controlled separation of the solar cell. A 10-time re-use
of the substrate has been already demonstrated.
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Chapter 4

Porous Ge fabrication and
characterization

This chapter deals with the design of the different etching cells available at the ISFH
that allow electrochemical etching and porous formation. The experimental procedure
for porous Ge layer formation is hereby discussed with emphasis on safety and sample
handling. The second section presents the annealing setup used for porous layer an-
nealing and reorganization after etching. Finally, different techniques used for porous
layer characterization and analysis are briefly introduced.

4.1 Electrochemical etching setup and working pro-

cedure

An etching setup suited for porous layer formation has to meet different technical and
safety requirements. The electrolyte selected and its concentration limit the construc-
tion material of the etching cell. Mesopore formation by means of electrochemical
etching is commonly carried out using diluted acidic etchants with a concentration in a
range of 1 to 50 wt. %. Common electrolytes are hydrofluoric acid (HF), hydrochloric
acid (HCl), and sulfuric acid (H2SO4) diluted in water or in wetting agents like ethanol
(CH3CH2OH) or acetic acid (CH3COOH). The wetting agent increases the wettability
of the substrate, helping thus to remove hydrogen bubbles evolving from the substrate
during the dissolution process. Ethanoic solutions increase the depth uniformity of
the porous layers because ethanol molecules infiltrate into the pores and homogenize
porous formation. Other organic solvants like dimethylformamide (DMF, C3H7NO) or
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, C2H6OS) serve as well for macropore formation. Appendix
C provides detailed information concerning the preparation and mixture of electrolytes
with varying concentrations.

The etching cell must be fabricated in a highly acidic resistant material and is gener-
ally produced using polypropylene (PP), polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE), polyetherether-
ketone (PEEK), poloyfluoracetate (PFA), or Teflonr. The electrodes are immersed in
the electrolyte and made of platinum in order to avoid corrosion. The rubber ring for
sample sealing is fabricated in Viton or other similar resistant materials.

The use of highly concentrated acids is very dangerous and sample handling must be
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Figure 4.1: The figure on the left hand side shows a schematic cross section of the
double cell reactor. The figure on the left hand side shows a photograph of the double
cell reactor used for 4 inch substrate etching.

adapted. HF is toxic, corrosive and hazardous to waters, specially in the concentration
regime used in this work. Exposure to skin, ingestion, or inhalation of vapors are deadly.
The use of protective clothings, boots, gloves, face masks, and air inhalation filters is
hence necessary. An extractor hood ensures adequate ventilation and prevents vapor
inhalation. Manual handling of parts exposed to hydrofluoric acid must be avoided.
Any part in contact with HF must be rinsed carefully with water before and after use.
Workers must have an emergency set with calcium gluconate gel and be instructed in
the event of a HF-accident.

The experiments realized in this thesis are carried out in three different etching
cells. A detailed overview on different etching cell constructions is given in Reference
[40].

Double cell reactor: Figure 4.1 presents the so-called double cell reactor, which
consists of two chambers separated by a wall with a circular opening with a diameter of
86 mm. Wafers are mounted on a Viton-sealed sample holder and placed in the circular
opening at the anodic chamber side between the anode and the cathode. A bayonet
locker fixes the sample holder to the etching cell and ensures electrical isolation of both
chambers. A tunnel placed between the cathode and the circular opening increases the
field homogeneity through the etching cell, thus allowing a more homogeneous pore
distribution. The electrolyte is responsible for current conduction from cathode to
anode. The electrolyte is at room temperature and covers the entire substrate. Ap-
proximately 3.5 litres of electrolyte are necessary to complete coverage of the substrate
and electrodes. The sample holder, electrode holder, tunnel, and bayonet locker are
fabricated in PEEK and the cell chambers in PP. The chambers are cuboidally-shaped
and their size is 9 x 16 x 15 cm (width x height x depth).

The etching procedure starts with substrate mounting and fastening to the sample
holder. The sample is thus rinsed using deionized water and introduced into the etching
cell, which was previously filled in with the electrolyte. The electrolyte rapidly dissolves
water soluble native oxides formed at the substrate. An etching current density - time
profile etches the sample. A computer controlled 8872-130 (Toellner) power supply
with a maximum of 130 V and 25 A serves as a potentiostate. The etching duration
varies in a range from a few seconds up to 12 hours. Once etching is finished, the
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Figure 4.2: Single parts of the back contacted cell. Figure a) shows the gold coated
plate which serves as anode. Figure b) shows the Teflonr bowl and the aperture with
rubber ring where the sample is placed. Figure c) shows the cathode with the platinum
dragnet. Finally Figure d) shows the mounted back contact etching cell.

sample is dismounted, rinsed, and dried in nitrogen flow. Samples are preserved in
nitrogen atmosphere in order to avoid oxidation.

An increased concentration of HF at the bottom of the etching cell is observable for
long anodization experiments, due to higher density of HF compared to that of water.
The etching process in Ge is very sensitive to the electrolyte concentration. The etching
cell does not have a pumping system to mix the electrolyte. The electrolyte must be
poured out after each experiment in order to obtain a better distribution of the HF
concentration in the electrolyte. The HF concentration is uniform when the etching
cell is filled again with the same electrolyte.

Back contacted cell: This home-made electrochemical cell etches small samples
of 1.77 cm2. It consists of three parts: A gold coated plate which acts as anode, a
cathode mounted on a Teflonr structure, and finally a Teflonr bowl with a hole to
insert the sample as shown in Figure 4.2. A rubber ring seals the sample and avoids
the electrolyte to flow away. The electrolyte is at room temperature.

The procedure starts by placing the sample between the gold coated plate and the
Teflonr bowl. Good ohmic contact is easily obtained due to the sample’s high doping
concentration. Aluminum foils underneath the sample ensure an improved contact and
avoid gold contamination for further processes. Lowly doped samples are contacted
using eutectic GaIn. The electrolyte is poured into the Teflonr bowl and the cathode
is subsequently deposited on top of it. The computer controlled 8872-130 (Toellner)
power supply provides the etching profile. Alternatively, the potentiostate Elypor 3
(ET&TE Etch & Technology GmbH) allows various etching profiles, i.e. current or
voltage vs. time profiles, to be programmed. The etching current density is set to a
fixed value and the etching potential is automatically adjusted to obtain the desired
etching current density. After the etching process, the sample is dismounted, rinsed,
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Figure 4.3: Schematic view of the laboratory etching cell. Figure from ET&TE Etch
& Technology GmbH.

and dried in nitrogen flow. Samples are preserved in nitrogen atmosphere in order to
avoid oxidation.

Laboratory etching cell: This etching cell has an area of 1 cm2. The cell uses
four platinum wire electrodes, two for applying the desired etching current density,
and two for measuring the potential drop within the sample. The so-called Reference
Electrode (RE) and Counter Electrode (CE) are located within the etching cell and
in contact with the electrolyte. Both electrodes are separated from the sample 4 and
12 mm respectively. The Working Electrode (WE) and Sense Electrode (SE) are con-
nected to the sample but are not short circuited. The WE is connected to the sample
by using a back contacted plate. The potentiostate Elypor 3 (ET&TE Etch & Tech-
nology GmbH) with SiPor software provides the power supply. A manually controlled
peristaltic pump introduces the electrolyte into the etching cell from a reservoir. A
computer controlled water circulator controls the temperature of the electrolyte. The
etching cell is manufactured in solid PTFE and has a working temperature range of
-5 ◦C to +65 ◦C. The cell includes a LED-array for back side illumination in case of
etching n-type substrates. The software allows additionally impedance spectroscopy
measurements.

The etching procedure starts as the sample is placed at the aperture and fixed
using the back-contact plate. In order to ensure a good and continuous contact to the
electrolyte, the etching cell is turned 180◦ and the sample is located at the lowest part
of the etching cell. The peristaltic pump removes the electrolyte once the experiment
is finished. The etching cell is turned back to its stationary position, and the sample
is now dismounted. Afterwards it is rinsed and dried in nitrogen flow. Samples are
preserved in nitrogen atmosphere in order to avoid oxidation.
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4.2 Annealing setup

The reorganization of porous Ge layers is investigated by applying a subsequent high
temperature process. Two different annealing furnaces serve for annealing: an Anneal-
ing Furnace (Thermco) and Serie Sirus Lab 1000 (LPT).

Thermco Annealing Furnace: This annealing furnace is suitable for annealing
in nitrogen, forming gas (95% N2 +5% H2), and argon atmospheres. The Thermco An-
nealing Furnace consists of a 1.85 m large quartz tube with a diameter of 142 mm. The
maximum temperature of the oven is limited to 1000 ◦C and has a maximum capacity
of 50 wafers with a maximum size of 4 inches. Before introducing the porous samples,
the process chamber is fluted during 15 min with the corresponding atmosphere in
order to avoid oxygen traces. The samples are mounted on a quartz boat and intro-
duced into the furnace; the temperature is increased up to the desired temperature.
The annealing control unit increases the temperature and controls the heating rate,
temperature stabilisation, and duration of the plateau. The furnace is air cooled and
the process is carried out at atmospheric pressure. Gas flows are in the 1-10 L/min
range and annealing temperatures in the 450-750 ◦C range.

LPT Serie Sirus Lab 100: This annealing furnace is suitable for sample annealing
in nitrogen, argon, and hydrogen atmospheres. However, it is solely used for hydrogen
annealing due to its high gas flow requirements. After electrochemical etching, samples
are mounted in a quartz boat and introduced into the quartz tube. The load door is
vacuum sealed due to explosion hazard. Annealing first starts as the oven tube is
fluted with nitrogen atmosphere at room temperature for at least 30 min in order to
avoid oxygen traces. Once the atmosphere inside the tube is oxygen-free, hydrogen
atmosphere substitutes the nitrogen atmosphere. A three component flame treatment
unit burns hydrogen at the gas exit. A minimum H2 flow of 15 L/min is compulsory
due to the size and design of the furnace. The maximum capacity of the furnace is 25
wafers with a maximum size of 6 inches. The heat control unit applies various time-
temperature profiles with varying hydrogen gas flows. The maximum temperature of
the oven is limited to 1100 ◦C and the maximum heating rate is 18 ◦C/min. The
chamber is evacuated once the annealing process has finished and is subsequently filled
in with nitrogen. Residual hydrogen burns at the flame unit. The entire system is water
cooled and the process is carried out at a pressure of a few millibars over atmospheric
pressure.

4.3 Porous layer analysis and characterization

4.3.1 Microscopy analysis

Microscopy is an excellent tool for qualitative and quantitative analysis of porous ma-
terials. The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) S-4800 series (Hitachi) at the ISFH
permits a very high magnification with a relatively low effort. The orientation, homo-
geneity, pore size and distribution as well as the porous layer thickness are obtained by
analyzing the cross section and the top view of each sample. Energy Dispersive X-ray
Spectrometry analysis (EDX) serves for composition analysis of the porous layers.
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A SEM/FIB Dual Beam Strata DB235 with DigiView 1612 CCD Camera (TSL
Company) located at the Chair of Functional Materials lead by Prof. Dr. Mücklich
at the Universität des Saarlandes serves for Electron Back Scatter Diffraction (EBSD)
analysis. EBSD measurements are useful for determining whether the substrate orienta-
tion varies after electrochemical etching and likewise after porous layer reorganization.

Surface roughness is investigated using a Digital Instruments MultiMode Atomic
Force Microscope (AFM) with a Nanoscope III controller located in the Chair of Nanos-
tructures lead by Prof. Dr. Haug at the Leibniz Universität Hannover. Further infor-
mation regarding the working principle of these and other microscopy techniques can
be found in standard books of electron microscopy [61] - [63].

4.3.2 Porosity calculation

The Porosity P is defined as the ratio of the volume of all the pores in a layer to the
volume of the layer. This is an important parameter for the characterization of porous
layers and process control. Porosity determines drastically the lift-off and surface
closure for epitaxial growth. The gravimetrical method is applied in this thesis for
determining the porosity of the sample. However, porous Ge layer formation is always
accompanied by substrate thinning as will be shown in section 5.2.1. The gravimetrical
method must be therefore adapted. Otherwise, the weighing of the sample would
account for the amount of material that gets dissolved into the electrolyte.

The procedure starts with an electrochemically etched porous Ge wafer. A Coherent
Laser (AviaX) with a power of 10 W and a wavelength of 355 nm serves for substrate
cutting. From a 4 inch wafer, a sample of an Area (A) of 6×6 cm2 is cut off. Figure
4.4 shows an electrochemically etched 4 inch Ge wafer with a dashed line representing
the laser cut. The sample has a homogeneous porous layer with a maximum thickness
variation of 30 nm.

A precision balance AUW120D (Shimadzu) with wind protection weighs the sample
(m1) of 36 cm2. The balance is calibrated before weighing and placed at the sample
holder, waiting about 1 min until the value becomes stable. This balance has a max-
imum weight of 42 g and a standard deviation of σ = 20 µg. A lowly concentrated
potassium hydroxide (KOH) bath at room temperature removes selectively the porous
Ge layer. The substrate remains unaffected and does not get etched. The mass of the
substrate without porous layer is determined by weighing the substrate after the KOH
bath (m2).

The thickness of the electrochemically etched porous layer (Z ) is determined by
inspecting with a SEM the Ge rests after laser cutting or another reference sample
with the same etching parameters. Equation 4.1 gives the mass of a bulk Ge layer with
the same thickness than the electrochemically etched porous layer (mlayer), where ρGe
is the bulk density of Ge (ρGe = 5.323 g/cm3).

mlayer (g) = ρGe

( g

cm3

)
· Area

(
cm2

)
· Z (cm) (4.1)

The mass difference (m1 − m2) is the mass of the porous Ge layer that has been
removed. The ratio of removed mass (m1−m2) to mlayer is the fraction of material that
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Figure 4.4: Ge wafer electrochemically etched (100) p-type Ge, HF 50 wt. %, j = 1
mA/cm2, t = 3h. Note that the dashed line represents the region which is cut out of
the substrate with a laser for porosity measurements.

still remains after the electrochemical etching process. Equation 4.2 gives the porosity
of the PGe layer.

P =

(
1− m1 −m2

mlayer

)
(4.2)

4.3.3 Etching rate calculation

Porous Ge formation is accompanied by constant dissolution of the already porosified
surface [14],[21]. There are two etching fronts with different etching rates as the porous
layer grows into depth. On the one hand, the etching front at the bottom of the PGe
layer is responsible of its growth. The porous layer etching rate Retch quantifies the
velocity at which the porous layer grows into the sample. On the other hand, the
already formed porous layer is continuously dissolved at its upper surface. The porous
layer dissolution rate Rdiss denotes the velocity at which the porous layer dissolves,
limiting thus the growth rate of the porous layer. The difference between etching rate
and dissolution rate gives the growth rate of the mesoporous layer Rgrowth.

Rdiss is obtained by linearly fitting the remaining thickness of the substrate plus
the thickness of the porous layer as a function of the etching duration. The slope of
the linear fit gives the porous layer dissolution rate for each etching current density
and electrolyte. The slope of a linear fit to the porous layer thicknesses measured by
SEM as a function of the etching duration gives Rgrowth for both aqueous and ethanoic
electrolytes, and for several current density values. The addition of both terms gives
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Retch. Note that Retch and Rdiss are given in µm/min and Rgrowth is given in nm/min.

4.3.4 Valence number calculation

The valence number of the dissolution process is calculated by means of Faraday’s law
of electrolysis shown in Equation 4.3. This electrochemical basic relation states that the
mass of a substance altered at an electrode during electrolysis is directly proportional
to the quantity of electricity transferred to the electrode. Assuming that the amount of
material removed from the substrate follows a unique dissolution reaction mechanism
with a determined valence number, it is possible to determine the Valence Number (Z )
of the process.

Z =
Q ·M
F ·m

(4.3)

Porous layer growth on Ge substrates is investigated for various etching times and
etching current densities in aqueous HF 40 wt. % electrolyte at room temperature.
Samples are weighed before and after etching in order to estimate the amount of Ge
that has been dissolved (m). Knowing the applied etching current density, the Charge
(Q) is obtained by multiplying it by the etched area and etching time. The Molar Mass
(M ) and the Faraday’s constant (F ) are constants and the valence number is derived
for different etching current densities.

The assumption regarding valence is not strictly correct, since there are different
dissolution mechanisms competing simultaneously. It additionally computes material
that is removed by means of pure chemical dissolution. As a consequence, the obtained
valence numbers are shifted upwards and take higher values than predicted.

4.3.5 Micro Raman spectroscopy

The optical structure of the µ-Raman spectroscopy is based on a confocal design. A
focused laser beam stimulates the sample and the confocal setup carries out signal
detection for each point. It is therefore possible to obtain a local analysis imaging by
rastering the sample. A pinhole located before the detector unit is decisive for the
confocal setup, since it fades out the information that does not come from the focal
plane. Thanks to the lateral resolution, it is possible to carry out a 3-dimensional
analysis of the surface of the sample.

The setup consists of a lens with fixed focus. A 3-dimensional positioning scanner
with an accuracy of 2 nm is used for sample rastering. The lateral and axial scanning
ranges are 200 µm (x,y) and 20 µm (z) respectively. A diode-pumped solid state
laser MSL50 (Impex) with single frequency at a wavelength of 532 nm provides sample
excitation. The laser beam is focused through a Plan SL 100X OBJ (Mitutoyo) lens
to a confocal plane of the sample. Raman and Rayleigh scattered light is collected
by the lens, passes through the confocal pinhole, and is collected through a lens at
the monochromator. The Holospec f/1.8i (KOSI) monochromator has an adapted
CCD camera (Andor Newton) which provides the detection system. A notch filter is
responsible of the separation of the Rayleigh scattered light and inelastic diffused light.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic drawing of the µ-Raman setup. Figure from Dr. Gerhard Berth.

The detection signal is diffracted into two traces at the monocromator and collected
at the CCD camera, which is displayed in a large wavenumber range (0-4000 cm−1).
Figure 4.1 presents the experimental setup used for µm-Raman spectroscopy analysis.
This setup is located at the Centre for Optoelectronics and Photonics of the Paderborn
University (Germany).

4.4 Summary and conclusions to Chapter 4

This chapter presented the experimental setup used for PGe fabrication. The exper-
imental procedure used for the three different electrochemical cells available at the
ISFH for PGe formation was shown. Mesoporous Ge layers reorganize in two differ-
ent annealing furnaces available at the ISFH. The experimental procedure for porous
layer reorganization in various atmospheres was presented. Finally, the measurement
procedures for porosity, valence number, and etching rate calculation were described.
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Chapter 5

Electrochemical etching of Ge

The following chapter presents the results of pore formation and growth on highly doped
p-type Ge wafers. Electrochemical etching experiments are carried out using HCl and
HF electrolytes with varying concentrations and diluted in different aqueous and organic
solvents. Mesoporous single- and double layer formation are demonstrated in highly
concentrated HF. The etching rates and porosities are analyzed. Macroporous Ge is
obtained by using HF-based electrolytes with a concentration below 30 wt. % or in HCl
in every concentration. Various etching conditions and pre-treatments for an optimized
nucleation and pore growth are investigated.

5.1 Review on porous germanium

The first transistors were fabricated and tested in the early 1950’s using Ge as basis ma-
terial. Germanium was therefore of high interest and several investigations focused on
electrochemical etching of Ge [64]-[70]. No pore formation was reported and only etch
pits with varying shape were obtained. However, as the industry focused later on Si,
Ge research was set aside and only a few investigations were carried out regarding PGe
formation. Nevertheless, renewed interest on porous materials appeared as Canham
and Lehmann discovered the luminescence of microporous Si [35],[45]. An increased
interest in PGe has been observable in the past ten years and several publications
appeared [4]-[24].

On the one hand, porous germanium formation was demonstrated by means of
electrochemical etching. Buriak et al. produced porous Ge layers with thicknesses in a
range of 1 µm to 15 µm by applying a cathodization process after previous anodization
of the surface using highly concentrated HCl-based electrolytes diluted in ethanol [4],[5].
No structural details regarding the germanium layer were reported.

The University of Kiel has extensively studied the production of macropores and
nanowires by electrochemical etching on Ge [9]-[15]. Crystallographically oriented
macropores were reported using various substrate orientations, etching conditions, and
electrolytes, mainly HCl, HF and H2SO4. The results showed that pore formation on
Ge always takes place simultaneously with electropolishing of the substrate and that
nucleation is troublesome, making the PGe formation substantially more difficult in
comparison to porous Si. Flamand et al. from IMEC in Belgium studied PGe for-
mation using HF as electrolyte and the possibility of using it for a lift-off process [8].

37
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Figure 5.1: Anodic galvanostatic etching profile. The figure on the left hand side
shows the etching current density, which typically takes a constant value. On the right
hand side, the figure shows the corresponding potential profile, which is automatically
adjusted.

However, they were not able to determine suitable conditions for lift-off and they only
obtained strongly non-uniform macropores, etch pits and a porous film that could not
sustain a large field intensity. They concluded that under those conditions, lift-off of
PGe films was virtually impossible.

On the other hand, PGe was obtained using vapour deposition techniques. Shieh et
al. produced PGe using a nanoparticle-assisted growth [6]. PGe films were produced
by means of an Inductively Coupled Plasma Chemical Vapor Deposition (ICPCVD)
on SiO2 substrates. The process consisted on depositing gold nanoparticles on silicon
dioxide. Ge vapor dissolved preferentially into gold and PGe layers formed. Van
Vugt et al. deposited Ge electrochemically using a dried suspension of silica spheres
as template [7]. The pores were filled subsequently using a plating bath, yielding a
macroporous amorphous Ge layer.

A complex technique called surfactant templating was recently used for the produc-
tion of mesoporous Ge. This process involves the self-assembly of inorganic compounds
due to their electrostatic interactions and charge matching. An ordered PGe structure
is obtained as the surfactants are removed. Sun et al. from the University of Califor-
nia and Armatas et al. from the Michigan State University have achieved nanoporous
and mesoporous organized structures respectively by using different Ge precursors like
K2Ge9, GeCl4, or Mg2Ge and their self-assembly properties [16],[17]. Mesoporous Ge
shows to be an efficient hydrogen purifier, separating efficiently hydrogen from carbon
dioxide or any other complex gas structures [18],[19]. It has been recently demon-
strated the production of stable porous Ge films with photoluminescence emission by
annealing GeO2 films in H2 atmosphere [20].

5.2 Mesoporous Ge layer formation

The substrates used in this investigation are epi-ready p-type Ge monocrystalline, 4
inch in diameter, and one-side polished. The thickness of the wafers is (150 ± 10) µm
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Figure 5.2: On the left hand side, a small electrochemically etched sample after porous
layer formation. On the right hand side, a SEM top view of the porous layer after
etching.

and the specific resistivity is (25 ± 15) mΩcm. The orientation of the substrates is
{100} or {100} with a miscut of 6◦ off towards {111}.

Electrochemical etching experiments are carried out in galvanostatic or potentio-
static mode and in anodic or cathodic bias. Etching current densities lie typically in the
0.1-350 mA/cm2 range. The corresponding voltage varies in the 0.1-25 V range. The
experiments are carried out without external illumination. The etching duration varies
in a range of one minute to several hours. Figure 5.1 shows an anodic galvanostatic
etching profile.

Uniform mesoporous Ge layers form by means of electrochemical etching using
highly concentrated HF-based electrolytes in a range of 30 wt. % to 50 wt. % and
etching current densities in the 0.1-100 mA/cm2 range. Figure 5.2 shows on the left
hand side a small sample after electrochemical etching. The porous layer presents
different colors at the surface of the sample. The colored surface comes out as a conse-
quence of the constructive and destructive Fabry-Perot interference fringes originating
from reflections at the air/PGe and at the PGe/Substrate interfaces. This effect makes
the porous layer seem to be colored and to present many different tonalities. The color
varies depending on the thickness and porosity of the PGe layer. Very thick porous
layers present characteristic grey color, typical of bulk Ge, since the reflected light
coming back from the PGe/substrate interface does not reach the surface.

Figure 5.2 shows on the right hand side a SEM top view of the porous layer after
etching. Randomly distributed mesopores are uniformly distributed at the surface of
the sample. Fang et al. used various etching profiles for nucleation improvement [14].
Figure 5.3 shows two schematic profiles utilized for PGe layer formation. The figure on
the left hand side shows a galvanostatic profile with a starting pulse and subsequently
the etching current density is ramped up constantly. The figure on the right hand side
shows a galvanostatic profile where the etching current density decreases exponentially.
The results derived from these investigations did not show any improvement regarding
nucleation and pore growth control. It can be stated that homogeneous nucleation and
pore distribution is not troublesome for mesoporous layer growth.

The scalability of the process is proven on 4” Ge wafers which are uniformly porosi-
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Figure 5.3: Examples of galvanostatic etching profiles for enhanced passivation. On
the left hand side, the figure shows a single pulse followed by current ramping. The
figure on the right hand side shows an etching profile with decreasing current density.

fied. Figure 5.4 shows the top view of a 4 inch Ge wafer after etching. The inner
part of the wafer is homogeneously colored, indicating that also the porosity and thick-
ness of the porous layer are homogeneous. SEM analysis shows indeed a mean porous
layer thickness of 160 nm with a maximum variation in thickness of 30 nm within the
dashed line shown in Figure 5.4. At the rim of the wafer, the sample holder causes
inhomogeneous current flow and hence a stripe of different color forms.

Figure 5.5 shows the cross-sectional SEM image of a 4 inch Ge wafer. The diameter
of the pores lies in a range of 1 nm to 40 nm and the mean diameter of the pores is
14.9 nm. The porous Ge layer is thus composed of mesopores. The surface roughness
is less than 20 nm and the roughness at the PGe/Substrate interface is less than 20
nm.

Mesoporous layer formation in Ge is a sensitive process and many terms may af-
fect noticeably the results obtained. The influence of the electrolyte selected and its
concentration, applied potential or etching current density, etching time, and doping
level of the substrate are the most important parameters that affect porous Ge layer
growth.

5.2.1 Etching rates

Porous Ge formation is always accompanied by the constant dissolution of the already
porosified surface. This effect has been already reported in the literature [9],[14]. Figure
5.6 introduces two etching rates, Retch and Rdiss. The porous layer etching rate Retch

is the velocity at which the porous layer grows into the sample. On the other hand,
the already formed porous layer is continuously dissolved into the electrolyte at its
upper surface. The porous layer dissolution rate Rdiss denotes the velocity at which
the porous layer dissolves, limiting thus the growth rate of the porous layer. The
growth rate of the mesoporous layer Rgrowth = Retch - Rdiss is the difference between
etching rate and dissolution rate.

Both growth and dissolution rates are systematically studied by varying the etching
time for different etching current density values in a range between 0.1 mA/cm2 and
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Figure 5.4: Ge wafer electrochemically etched (100) p-type Ge, HF 50% wt., j = 1
mA/cm2, t = 3 h. Note that the dashed line represents the region at which the porous
layer thickness has a maximum variation of 30 nm.

Figure 5.5: SEM image of the cross section of a PGe layer. (100) p-type Ge, HF 50
wt. %, j = 8.85 mA/cm2, t = 75 min.
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Figure 5.6: Schematic view of the cross section of a porous Ge layer and the etching
rates present.

100 mA/cm2 in HF-based electrolytes diluted in water or ethanol with a concentration
of 40 wt. %. The thickness of the porous layer and the remaining thickness of the
substrate including the porous layer are measured for each electrochemical etching
experiment. The current density values are linearly fitted for ethanoic and aqueous
electrolytes. The growth rate of the porous layer is thus obtained from the slope of the
linear fit of the experimental data.

Rdiss is calculated by linearly fitting the remaining thickness of the substrate plus
the thickness of the porous layer as a function of the etching duration. The slope of
the linear fit gives the porous layer dissolution rate. Figure 5.7 shows the porous layer
dissolution rates obtained for HF 40 wt. % in water and in ethanol respectively as
a function of the etching current density. Dissolution rates of 0.011 µm/min to 1.33
µm/min are obtained depending on the applied etching current density and the solvent
used. Two linear regimes are observable in a semilogarithmic plot of the dissolution
rates of the PGe layer shown in Figure 5.7: Below and above 7.5 mA/cm2.

Figure 5.7 shows that ethanoic-based electrolytes dissolve more amount of substrate
than aqueous electrolytes. This effect is related to the wetting properties of ethanol,
as it enhances the wettability of the substrate and helps to remove hydrogen bubbles
that are produced through the electrochemical etching of Ge. Since H2 bubbles hinder
PGe formation and etching, the use of ethanoic electrolytes allows a faster dissolution
of the substrate into the electrolyte.

Very high etching current densities exceeding 60 mA/cm2 result in a decrease in
the porous layer growth rate or do not even present a mesoporous Ge layer if etching
current densities exceeding 80 mA/cm2 are applied. In these cases, the surface gets
porosified, but the high dissolution rate avoids porous layer formation. Therefore, an
increase in the dissolution rate causes a reduction of the porous layer growth. In order
to reduce the dissolution of the PGe layer, very low etching current densities must be
applied.

Rgrowth is obtained from the slope of a linear fit to the porous layer thicknesses mea-
sured by SEM as a function of the etching duration, for both aqueous and ethanoic elec-
trolytes, and for several current density values. Rgrowth lies in the range between 0.071
nm/min and 2.7 nm/min for etching currents between 0.1 mA/cm2 and 80 mA/cm2.
Figure 5.8 shows the porous layer growth rate as a function of the etching current
density.
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Figure 5.7: Porous layer dissolution rate vs. etching current density.

Figure 5.8: Porous layer growth rate vs. etching current density.
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Figure 5.9: Usage vs etching current density for anodic PGe layers formed in aqueous
and ethanoic based electrolytes with a HF concentration of 40 wt. %. In comparison,
the usage value of two samples etched using anodic/cathodic etching is presented.

Aqueous solutions show higher growth rates Rgrowth than ethanoic solutions. As
mentioned before, this effect is related to the increased dissolution rate of the porous
layer in ethanol. Since Rgrowth is given by the difference between the Retch and Rdiss,
the porous layer growth rate is limited by Rdiss. Ethanoic electrolytes present high
dissolution rates Rdiss and the fast dissolution of the porous layer therefore limits
Rgrowth. High etching current densities above 60 mA/cm2 lead to a decrease of Rgrowth

for both ethanoic and aqueous electrolytes due to the increasing Rdiss. Etching current
densities higher than 80 mA/cm2 do not even allow porous layer formation as the
increased Rdiss simply leads to electropolishing of the wafer.

5.2.2 Substrate usage

Substrate thinning diminishes substantially the material conversion efficiency, i.e. the
amount of material that is necessary to dissolve in order to obtain PGe. Equation 5.1
defines the substrate usage U [%] as the ratio of the growth rate to the etch rate. This
is an important parameter, since it quantifies the volume efficiency for transforming
non-porous bulk material into porous material.

U =
Rgrowth

Retch

· 100 (5.1)
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Low usage rates imply strong electropolishing of the already formed porous layer,
thus yielding a thin substrate with a porous layer on its top. Electropolishing is not
desirable as material costs increase drastically. Obtaining high usage rates is a key
issue in order to permit potential cost and material savings derived from a subsequent
layer transfer process. Figure 5.9 shows a semilogarithmic plot of the substrate usage
of anodic porous Ge formation as a function of the etching current.

Since Rgrowth is around 2 to 3 orders of magnitude smaller than Retch, the usage is
very low. It lies in the range of 0.2 % to 2.0 %, showing thus very inefficient porous
layer growth. Several µm of material are consumed in order to obtain a porous layer
of a few hundreds of nanometers. However, higher usage values are obtained using
a new etching technique called anodic/cathodic etching, which consists of alternating
periodically the etching bias from anodic to cathodic.

Hydrogen passivation of the surface reduces substrate thinning. Turner carried out
oscillographic investigations of the Ge surface by constantly changing the polarization
direction [71]. He found that cathodic reactions proceed in two steps: Firstly the Ge
oxide at the surface is reduced. Secondly, hydrogen atoms bond to Ge surface atoms.
The surface is thereby passivated, the porous layer stops to grow, and germane (soluble
or gas) compounds form at the surface of the cathode [70]. The reaction equation is:

Ge+ 4e− + 4H+ ⇒ GeH4 (5.2)

Choi and Buriak produced PGe by changing once the etching bias from anodic to
cathodic [4]. Fang et al. proposed a mechanism that increases the passivation of the
Ge surface by switching the system periodically from anodic to cathodic bias [14]. The
passivation provided by the cathodic step inhibits the dissolution of the already formed
porous layer and avoids substrate thinning. However, the duration of the passivation
is limited. It depends mainly on the etching current density of the subsequent anodic
step and the electrolyte concentration. High etching current densities and electrolyte
concentrations decrease the duration of the passivation effect. Typically, passivation
lasts from 1 to 10 min. A new cathodic step is afterwards necessary in order to
further passivate the surface. Figure 5.10 shows the etching current density and etching
potential profiles in arbitrary units. The system is pulsed eight times from anodic to
cathodic bias by changing the etching current density in order to passivate the surface.

Due to the increased passivation, Rdiss decreases substantially, becoming almost
zero. The passivation also affects Retch, reducing the rate down to values similar to
Rgrowth in the nm range. Since both, Rgrowth andRetch, take similar values, the substrate
usage increases substantially. Figure 5.9 shows that usage values in a range of 93 % to
98 % are obtained using this technique. The initial phase of porous layer growth, also
called nucleation phase, causes substrate thinning until pore growth starts. This phase,
common to all materials, usually removes a few microns of substrate until homogeneous
nucleation is achieved. Higher usage values are therefore hardly possible due to initial
substrate electropolishing.
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Figure 5.10: Etching profile in galvanostatic mode. The figure on the left hand side
shows the applied galvanostatic profile, which periodically changes from anodic to
cathodic bias. During anodic bias, the substrate is porosified, while during cathodic
bias, the pore walls and the surface are passivated with hydrogen atoms. On the right
hand side is shown the corresponding voltage-time profile.

5.2.3 Layer porosity

The porosity of a layer is defined as the ratio of the volume of all the pores in a layer
to the volume of the layer without pores. It plays a very important role for lift-off
processes, as it determines the thermal reorganization of the already formed porous
layer in the subsequent annealing step during epitaxial growth.

The impact of the specific resistivity of the substrate and the etching current density
on the porosity of the porous layers are investigated. The electrolyte concentration is
set to HF 40 % wt. Figure 5.11 shows the porosity as a function of the specific substrate
resistivity for two etching currents, 5 mA/cm2 and 15 mA/cm2. Porosity values in a
range of 39 % to 67 % are obtained for specific resistivities in the 12-32 mΩcm range.
Both porosity curves show a step-like shape. The porosity tends to saturate at its
upper level when decreasing the specific resistivity.

The porosity of the PGe layer strongly depends on the etching current density. The
porosity increases with increasing etching current density for a given specific resistivity
value. Variations in the etching current density from 5 mA/cm2 to 15 mA/cm2 lead to
strong variations in the porosity of the wafers from 38 % to 67 % for specific resistivity
values of 31 mΩcm and 15 mΩcm respectively. Higher etching current densities in-
crease the electric field strength, thus permitting more charge carriers to pass through
the space charge region by tunneling and increasing the porosity. A similar effect is ob-
served in the highly doped p-type mesoporous silicon case, where the porosity increases
with increasing etching current density [40].

It is also observable that the porosity increases while decreasing the specific resistiv-
ity. This effect is a consequence of charge carriers tunneling through the space charge
region, which is dependent on the doping of the substrate, i.e. the specific resistivity.
With increasing doping density, the electric field increases, the width of the depletion
region decreases, and the tunneling of charge carriers through the space charge region
dominates. This effect has been also found in the highly doped p-type mesoporous
silicon case.
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Figure 5.11: Porosity vs. substrate specific resistivity for two different etching currents.
Note that the solid line is a guide to the eye.

Porosities lower than 35 % are likely to be suitable as starting layers for subsequent
epitaxial deposition of multijunction solar cells [53]. Such starting layers will reorganize
during annealing before the epitaxy, yielding thus a closed surface for the following
epitaxial growth and lift-off. Layers with porosities larger than 35 % are likely to
collapse during the reorganization process. Lower porosities than presented in Figure
5.11 are obtained by etching in highly concentrated electrolytes and by decreasing
the etching current density. Low etching current densities, less than 3 mA/cm2, and
highly concentrated electrolytes above HF 40 wt. % are necessary in order to obtain
porosities in a range below 35 %. Porosities in the 27.5 % range are obtained by
anodizing the samples in HF 50 wt. % and decreasing the etching current density
down to 1 mA/cm2. However, due to the reduced etching current density, the porous
layer growth becomes substantially slower and time consuming. The homogeneity of
the porous layer thickness is also substantially reduced due to the lower sensitivity of
the potentiostate for small etching current densities.

The dependence of the porosity on the electrolyte concentration is investigated for
an etching current density of 5 mA/cm2 and a specific resistivity of 13 mΩcm. Figure
5.12 shows the measured porosity for electrolyte concentrations in a range of 35 wt. %
to 50 wt. %. The curve shows an almost linear decrease in the porosity from 58 % to
44 % by increasing the HF concentration in the electrolyte from 35 wt. % to 50 wt.
%. This effect has been observed in porous Si as well [72],[73].

The porosity is assumed to be constant over the porous layer volume. However, this
is only correct for short anodization times and thin layers. The HF concentration and
renewal of fluorine atoms decrease due to diffusional limitations at the bottom of the
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Figure 5.12: Porosity vs. electrolyte concentration for a specific resistivity of 13 mΩcm
and an etching current density of 5 mA/cm2. Note that the solid line is a linear fit to
the experimental data.

Figure 5.13: SEM cross section caption of a mesoporous Ge etched 22 hours in HF 50
wt. % with an etching current density of 0.5 mA/cm2. The bottom of the porous layer
presents an increased porosity caused by lower HF concentrations. The increase in the
porosity drives to cavity formation.
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Figure 5.14: Etching profile in galvanostatic mode for electrochemical etching of porous
double layers. On the left hand side it is shown the applied galvanostatic profile for the
formation of a porous double layer. On the right hand side is shown the corresponding
voltage-time profile.

porous layer while increasing the porous layer thickness and increasing the duration of
the experiment. The porosity therefore increases with pore depths and time consuming
experiments, hence showing a gradient in the porosity within the porous layer with a
peak at the bottom of the porous layer. This effect is also observed in mesoporous Si
[40]. In case of very long electrochemical etching experiments with very low etching
current densities, the increase in the porosity drives in extreme cases to cavity formation
as shown in Figure 5.13.

5.3 Mesoporous Ge double- and multilayers

The formation of mesoporous Si double layers occurs by varying the etching current
density and the etching time as shown in Section 3.2. Depending on both parameters,
the porosity and thickness of the porous layers are adjusted. Such porous double layers
are of interest for layer transfer processes like the PSI process. However, in contrast
to Si, a simple change in the etching current density does not lead to the formation of
porous Ge double layers. Due to the constant thinning of the sample plus porous layer
shown in Section 5.2.1, the starting layer dissolves into the electrolyte while etching
the bottom layer, yielding thus a single porous layer on the top of a thinner substrate.

It is therefore compulsory to passivate the surface and pore walls with hydrogen
in order to stabilize pore growth and avoid dissolution of PGe and substrate thinning.
Fang et al. increased the passivation of the surface by switching the etching bias from
anodic to cathodic [14]. It has been shown in section 5.2.2 that this technique is able
to passivate the surface during the cathodic step. The pore walls and the surface are
covered with hydrogen atoms, hence avoiding thinning. The passivation typically lasts
from 0.5 min to 5 min, which makes it necessary to repeat the cathodic step in order
to further passivate the surface of the pore walls and avoid thinning.

Alternate bias is used for producing porous double layers consisting of a low porosity
layer at the wafer surface and a buried high porosity layer. Figure 5.14 shows the
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Figure 5.15: Mesoporous double layer with different porosities obtained from the etch-
ing profile presented in Figure 5.14.

etching profile of a porous double layer etched in galvanostatic mode. Firstly, the
starting layer with low porosity is produced by applying a constant current density of
1.77 mA/cm2 during 60 min. Lately, the system is pulsed 75 times from anodic to
cathodic bias in order to passivate the pore walls and avoid substrate plus porous layer
thinning while producing the highly-porous layer. The cathodic step lasts 6 seconds
and is enough to passivate the surface of the starting PGe layer for more than one
minute, avoiding thus thinning. Afterwards it is necessary to repeat the cathodic step
in order to further passivate the pore wall surface. The buried highly-porous layer
forms during anodic etching regime.

Figure 5.15 shows the sample etched with the etching profile shown in Figure 5.14.
A uniform porous double layer is obtained. The specific resistivity of the substrate is
23 mΩcm. The porous layers are composed of micro and mesopores. The diameter of
the pores in the starting layer lies in a range of 1 nm to 36 nm and the mean diameter
of the pores is 13.2 nm as measured with imaging recognition software. The surface
roughness is less than 50 nm. The diameter of the pores at the high porosity layer
lies in a range of 5 nm to 50 nm. The mean diameter of the pores is 32.8 nm and the
roughness at the PGe/Substrate interface is less than 100 nm.

The difference in the porosity of both layers is achieved by changing the electrolyte
concentration and by varying the etching current density. The electrolyte concentration
used for the starting layer is 50 wt. % and for the separation layer 35 wt. %. The
etching current density is increased for the separation layer. The porosities of each
single layer are measured separately. The starting and separation layers have a porosity
of 41 % and 54 % respectively.

The fabrication of mesoporous multilayers is also possible by applying alternating
bias. Figure 5.16 shows a mesoporous Ge multilayer with a thickness of about 400 nm
consisting of three single mesoporous layers with varying thicknesses and porosities in a
range of 27 % to 47 % for the starting, second, and third layer respectively. The porosity
step is obtained by varying the etching current density and the HF concentration in
the electrolyte. The electrolyte used is HF 50 wt. % for the starting layer and HF 40
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Figure 5.16: Mesoporous Ge multilayer composed of three layers. The multilayer has a
thickness of about 400 nm. The thickness of the starting third layer is approximately
125 nm and 150 nm for the second and third layers. The porosity values are 27 %, 35
%, and 47 % for the starting, second, and third layer respectively.

wt. % for the second and third layers.

Figure 5.17 shows the etching current density vs. time profile used for the multilayer
presented in Figure 5.16. The starting layer is formed by constantly alternating the
etching bias during 27 min from 0.9 mA/cm2 to -0.9 mA/cm2. The system is pulsed
25 times from anodic to cathodic bias, where the cathodic step lasts 5 sec and the
anodic step 1 min. The electrolyte used is HF 50 wt. %. The second layer forms by
alternating the etching bias 35 times from 1.4 mA/cm2 to -1.4 mA/cm2. The cathodic
steps lasts 7 sec and anodic step 1 min. The entire process for the second layer lasts
approximately 39 min and the electrolyte used is HF 40 wt. %. The third layer is
produced by alternating 35 times from 2.9 mA/cm2 to -2.9 mA/cm2 with an entire
duration of 38 min. The anodic step lasts 1 min and the cathodic step 9 sec. The
electrolyte used for the third layer is HF 40 wt. % and the complete process for the
multilayer takes 103 min.

The procedure is scalable and allows the formation of multilayers with additional
layers with varying porosities by subsequently adding etching steps. The etching cur-
rent density, the specific resistivity of the substrate, and the electrolyte concentration
determine the porosity of each single layer.

5.4 Macropore formation

Germanium shows macropore formation while electrochemical etching in HCl, H2SO4,
and in HF-based electrolytes with a concentration below 30 wt. %. Strong elec-
tropolishing of the Ge surface always occurs in all electrolytes and concentrations, thus
yielding a thinner substrate after etching. Different macropore shapes, sizes, and ori-
entations form depending on the etching current density, electrolyte concentration, and
electrolyte used.
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Figure 5.17: Etching profile corresponding to Figure 5.16. The figure on the left hand
side shows the etching current density. Alternating bias permits pore wall passivation
and avoids substrate thinning. On the right hand side, the figure shows the corre-
sponding potential profile, which is automatically adjusted. The changes in the etching
current density and electrolyte concentration determine the porosity of the layers.

HCl aqueous electrolytes show pyramid formation at the surface and oxide accu-
mulation. Electrolytes with a HF concentration below 5 wt. % present H− surface
passivation as suggested by Fang et al. [14]. Figure 5.18 shows pyramid and oxide
formation obtained in HCl 3 wt. %. The oxide accumulations present at Figure 5.18
are water soluble and they were not removed deliberately for their analysis.

OH− and Cl− passivation dominate for highly concentrated electrolytes exceeding 5
wt. %. Randomly distributed macropores appear with {110} stopping planes. Macro-
pores grow locally at the surface where small crystal defects, a badly passivated atom,
a dangling bond, or just an abraded point on the surface are located. Prior to pore
formation, the voltage increases as long as pore grow does not start. Thus breakdown
occurs when pore growth starts. The etching current flows through the defects etching
the sample and forming the macropore.

Ethanoic-based electrolytes do not differ from aqueous electrolytes and present
similar results to HCl aqueous electrolytes. The addition of organic compounds like
DMF or DMSO enhances the crystallographical properties and macropores grow fol-
lowing the <111> direction. Crystallographically-oriented macropores are randomly
distributed throughout the surface of the sample in macroporous accumulations with
varying shape and size. New defects and dangling bonds appear during pore etching.
Pore wall passivation is difficult during etching. Therefore new defects appear at the
pore surface and cannot become passivated. As a consequence, pores start to grow all
together in pore domains or ”islands”. Figure 5.19 shows a typical crystallographically-
induced pore island with pores growing into the depth up to 60 µm. Pores grow in the
<111> direction and stopping planes are {110}.

Pore islands are randomly distributed throughout the surface and separated from
each other. The rest of the substrate remains unaffected and macropores only grow
locally in pore islands. Their distribution depends on the starting passivation and
surface defects.
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Figure 5.18: Surface textured with pyramids and large oxide accumulations not rinsed
deliberately. Etched 120 min at 1 mA/cm2 in HCl 3 wt. %.

Figure 5.19: Crystallographically-oriented pore island. Etched 90 min at 2.5 mA/cm2

in HCl 5 wt. % in DMSO.
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Figure 5.20: Nucleation enhancement by combining current ramping and surface pas-
sivation.

Homogeneous nucleation is a major concern for macropore etching. Fang et al.
applied different methods for nucleation optimization, like current ramping or etching
rough surfaces rather than polished surfaces in order to avoid pore islanding and achieve
a good nucleation throughout the surface [14]. The starting passivation of the surface
additionally influences the nucleation. Figure 5.20 shows the combination of both
effects, i.e. current ramping and homogeneous passivation prior to pore formation.

The experiments carried out HF electrolytes with low concentration (in water or
ethanol) present similar results to the HCl case, yielding a uniform pyramid formation
in the {110} plane throughout the surface. Pyramids form at the surface with sizes
varying in a range of 250 nm to 5 µm. The obtained etch pits are similar to those
presented by Flammand et al. [8]. Strong electropolishing effects and crater formation
occur while increasing the electrolyte concentration from 10 wt. % up to 30 wt. % or
applying etching current densities exceeding 5 mA/cm2.

5.5 Summary and conclusions to Chapter 5

This chapter has presented electrochemical etching experiments for the production of
porous Ge. The use of highly concentrated HF-based electrolytes with a concentration
exceeding 30 wt. % shows mesoporous Ge layer formation. Reproducible and uniform
mesoporous layers with varying thicknesses up to 700 nm are obtained. The formation
of mesoporous layers drives to a constant dissolution of the already formed porous
layer, yielding a thinner substrate with a porous layer on its top. The dissolution rate
of the already formed PGe lies in the range of 0.011 µm/min to 1.33 µm/min for
etching current densities of 0.1 mA/cm2 to 80 mA/cm2 respectively. The growth rate
of the porous layer lies in the range of 0.071 nm/min to 2.7 nm/min. In comparison to
aqueous electrolytes, ethanoic solutions do have a higher dissolution rate, thus yielding
a thinner sample. The porosity of the mesoporous layer lies in a range of 25 % to 65
% for specific resistivity values in a range of 32 mΩcm to 20 mΩcm.
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Changes in the etching bias passivate the pore walls and avoid substrate thinning.
By means of alternating from anodic to cathodic bias, the substrate usage increases
from values in a range of 0.002 to 0.02 for anodically etched samples to values of 0.98
for samples using this technique. Well defined mesoporous double layers are obtained
by switching the etching bias. The porosity of the starting layer is 41 % and the
porosity of the separation layer is 54 %. Such double layers are susceptible of being
used for lift-off processes similar to the PSI process. Multilayer formation is possible
by applying successive alternating bias steps.

Electrolytes with low HF concentration show pyramid formation and strong elec-
tropolishing effects, but no porous layer formation. Electrochemical etching using
HCl-based electrolytes shows macropore formation. Strong electropolishing effects take
place at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface and lowly concentrated electrolytes and
etching currents are needed in order to avoid surface damage. Crystallographically-
induced pores growing in the <111> direction have been obtained, where {110} planes
act as stopping planes. Nucleation is troublesome and the starting passivation and
current-time etching profiles play an important role for obtaining homogeneous nucle-
ation. No porous layers have been produced using HCl-based electrolytes and only
dispersed pore accumulations are obtained with optimized parameters.
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Chapter 6

Theoretical model for anodic
etching of Ge

This chapter presents a new model of anodic dissolution of germanium in highly concen-
trated HF solutions. The model accounts for the electrochemical divalent and tetravalent
anodic dissolution of Ge as well as for chemical and electrochemical dissolution of Ge
oxides in water and HF. The experimental observations and measurements that suggest
the model are presented. The dissolution valence of the electrochemical etching process
is calculated using Faraday’s law of electrolysis, confirming as well the proposed mech-
anism. The porous layer dissolution rate is used to determine the threshold in etching
current at which the Ge dissolution process changes from a tetravalent to a divalent
mechanism. The band diagram within the semiconductor is studied and the differences
between Si and Ge are investigated. Finally, based on electronegativity differences, the
formation of mesoporous Ge in highly concentrated HF-based electrolytes is explained.

6.1 Theoretical background

The electrochemical etching and the anodic dissolution of Ge were intensively studied
in the early stages of semiconductor electrochemistry. Jirsa first published in 1952 an
investigation regarding anodic dissolution of Ge in dilute acids and alkalis [64]. He
showed that Ge dissolves in the form of tetravalent complex ions, i.e. the number of
valence electrons of the overall reaction is four. Therefore, four charges are required
to remove a Ge atom from the bulk substrate. Further investigations confirmed that
holes participate in the anodic dissolution of p-type Ge substrates [34],[65],[66]. These
investigations proposed the following overall reaction equation for the anodic dissolu-
tion:

Ge+ γh+ + 6OH−2 ⇒ GeO−2 + (4− γ)e− + 3H2O (6.1)

Equation 6.1 states that four charges are needed for the dissolution of a Ge atom,
so that 0 ≤ γ ≤ 4. By means of the thin slice method, a value γ = 2.4 was measured
for electropolishing experiments [66], hence confirming that Ge dissolution does not

57
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only take place simultaneously with the diffusion of holes from the bulk, but also
with injection of electrons via the conduction band. Later, Turner proposed in 1956 a
model that described the anodic dissolution and cathodic reduction of Ge in acidic and
neutral solutions while studying changes in the polarization in sulphuric acid [67]. The
model suggests that the anodic dissolution of Ge takes place in two successive steps:
In the first step, two holes coming from the bulk substrate break the covalent bonds
and the Ge substrate present at the electrolyte boundary dissolves into the solution
with hydroxyl radicals attached to it. In the second step, the dissolved Ge atom reacts
with water to form metagermanic acid (H2GeO3), which remains into the electrolyte.
Finally, the Ge surface oxidizes again with water, leaving a hydroxyl-passivated surface.
The overall equation of the reaction is:

Ge+ 3H2O + 2h+ ⇒ H2GeO3 + 4H+ + 2e− (6.2)

The first step is slow, as it is determined by the diffusion of holes from the bulk
into the substrate-electrolyte interface, thus limiting the dissolution rate. This model
states that four charge carriers, i.e. two electrons and two holes, are needed to remove
a Ge surface atom from the bulk. At high anodic etching current densities, the h+ is
obviously no longer rate dermining. The dissolution rate increases drastically and Ge
cannot longer dissolve, forming thus white GeO2 and yellowish GeO. The model has
obviously some defects, as it neglects the possibility of a reaction with more than two
holes. Furthermore, the oxidation of Ge is more complicated than presented and the
model did not account for the possibility of anodic dissolution in HF electrolytes and
their influence.

Beck and Gerischer proposed in 1959 a detailed mechanism for the anodic dissolu-
tion of Ge in alkaline solutions. The model stated that the kinetics of Ge dissolution
depend, not only on the applied etching current density, but on the concentration of
hydroxyl ions in the electrolyte [68],[69]. The model only accounted for the tetravalent
dissolution of Ge, hence being necessary four charges for removing an atom from the
substrate. Additionally the model did not account for Ge dissolution in highly acidic
HF electrolytes and pore formation.

Except for these models, the electrochemical dissolution mechanisms of Ge have not
been further investigated. Additionally, the anodic dissolution models are incomplete,
as they do not account for etching and pore formation in highly concentrated HF
solutions [21],[22].

6.2 Experimental observations

Depending on the pH of the electrolyte, different water soluble and insoluble oxides and
oxide compounds form at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface [77],[78]. GeO and
GeO2 always appear as solids at the Ge-electrolyte interface. Strongly acidic solutions
with very low pH values show GeOOH− formation as well. For neutral or lightly
alkaline solutions, Gex(OH)2x forms at the electrolyte boundary instead of GeOOH−.
In highly alkaline electrolytes, other metagermanic compounds are formed rather than
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Gex(OH)2x or GeOOH−.

GeO2, i.e. Ge with valence number IV, occurs in three different phases: One
amorphous and two crystalline (hexagonal and tetragonal) [79]. Two phases are water-
soluble and thus dissolve automatically in water or HF as they are in contact with the
electrolyte. In contrast to SiO2, which is not water soluble and can only be removed
with HF, the GeO2 tetragonal phase is not water soluble and has a limited solubility in
HF. Similar considerations apply to GeO, i.e. Ge with valence number II. It presents
three phases and only one of them is not water soluble. The non-soluble phase has a
limited solubility in highly concentrated HF. The solubility of Ge oxides thus depends
on the pH, electrolyte concentration, and etching current density. The addition of HF
reduces the insoluble phases of GeO (II) and GeO2 (IV) to water-soluble germanates.

Ge oxides are partially water-soluble, but the insoluble phases of Ge oxides are
found to be resistant to etching experiments with highly concentrated electrolytes with
a concentration of HF 50 wt. % and low etching current densities for a few hours.
Characteristic yellow GeO is observable after the etching experiments if low etching
current densities are applied, thus proving that insoluble oxide phases grow. If the
etching current density is increased substantially for values above 10 mA/cm2, yellow
GeO does not form and oxygen traces are no longer observable with EDX.

The polymerization of GeO insoluble is also observable. If GeO is in contact with the
atmosphere, it oxidizes to water-soluble GeO2 or other water-soluble oxide compounds,
changing its color to brown. As a consequence, the GeO still present at the porous
layers becomes oxidized in air and dissolves automatically in subsequent water or HF
dip.

The etching process and pore formation in Ge is very slow in comparison to Si
substrates. Oxide growth during etching slows down the dissolution process. Insoluble
Ge phases additionally delay the process at low etching current densities as they have a
limited solubility into the electrolyte. The solubility increases with increasing etching
current density and electrolyte concentration.

Simultaneously to the anodic dissolution and pore formation, hydrogen gas evo-
lution is observed at the germanium anode. The amount of H2 evolving from the
electrode increases linearly with etching time. Low etching current densities almost
do not show hydrogen formation. Only residual hydrogen formation is observed while
applying very low etching current densities below 2.5 mA/cm2.

Figure 6.1 shows the I-V curve obtained for a Ge sample immersed in HF 40 wt.
%. The sample has the expected Schottky diode shape. The I-V curve in Si shows a
local minimum and a local maximum at the critical etching current density which is
caused by the change in the dissolution valence from divalent to tetravalent [40],[44].
The stirring effect caused by H2 bubble evolution during the divalent dissolution mech-
anism stops when the tetravalent dissolution mechanism dominates, causing the mass
transfer rate to reduce and hence, the I-V curve to have its typical local maximum and
minimum. The local maximum and minimum are not observable in the Ge case. Note
that the slope and shape of the I-V curve is strongly determined by the resistance in
the expermiental setup.
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Figure 6.1: I-V curve. Specific resistivity: 13.9 mΩcm. Note that the curve has been
measured for a HF with a concentration of 40 wt. %.

6.3 Anodic dissolution model

Based in the experimental observations carried out during this work, a mechanism of
anodic dissolution of Ge is proposed. This model accounts the tetravalent and divalent
dissolution of Ge and likewise, chemical and electrochemical dissolution of Ge oxides
in water or in HF. In contrast to Si [40],[43], the tetravalent dissolution is the main
dissolution mechanism for low current densities below 7.5 mA/cm2. With increasing
etching current density, the divalent dissolution starts to dominate and at high current
densities, the divalent dissolution becomes the main dissolution mechanism.

Oxide dissolution: As mentioned above, water-soluble phases of GeO and GeO2

react automatically with water as the sample is immersed in the electrolyte and dissolve.
As a reaction product, water-soluble metagermanic acid is produced, which dissolves
automatically in the electrolyte. Equations 6.3 and 6.4 show the dissolution reactions.
Note that hydrogen evolution is possible, agreeing with the observation of hydrogen
formation for very low etching current densities.

GeO + 2H2O ⇒ H2GeO3 +H2 (6.3)

GeO2 +H2O ⇒ H2GeO3 (6.4)

Water-insoluble phases of GeO and GeO2 only dissolve in HF. However, the sol-
ubility of water-insoluble Ge oxides is limited in HF and depends on the electrolyte
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concentration and the applied etching current density. The dissolution of the water-
insoluble phases of GeO and GeO2 can occur via electrochemical etching of the Ge
oxides as shown in Equations 6.5 and 6.6. These reactions are very sensitive to changes
in the etching current density and also foresee hydrogen formation.

GeO + 6HF + 2e− ⇒ GeF−2
6 + 2H2 +H2O (6.5)

GeO2 + 6HF + 2e− ⇒ GeF−2
6 +H2 + 2H2O (6.6)

The dissolution of water-insoluble Ge oxides can furthermore occur via chemical
dissolution in HF as shown in Equations 6.7 and 6.8. In the case of very low etch-
ing current densities and long experiments, the solubility is only limited by the HF
concentration. Highly concentrated electrolytes are able to dissolve a larger amount
of insoluble Ge oxides. Hydrogen gas formation is also possible with this dissolution
reaction.

GeO + 6HF ⇒ H2GeF6 +H2 +H2O (6.7)

GeO2 + 6HF ⇒ H2GeF6 + 2H2O (6.8)

The chemical dissolution of Ge oxides in HF can occur via an intermediate stage,
where the Ge oxide first reacts with HF to produce GeF4 and it further reacts with
water to produce water soluble GeO2 and H2GeF6. Equations 6.9 and 6.10 show the
reactions proposed.

GeO2 + 4HF ⇒ GeF4 + 2H2O (6.9)

3GeF4 + 2H2O ⇒ 2H2GeF6 +GeO2(aq) (6.10)

Tetravalent dissolution: Ge atoms dissolve mainly via the tetravalent dissolution
mechanism for low etching current density values. Similarly to Si, the tetravalent
dissolution reaction consists of two steps. In the first step, oxide grows at the surface
of the substrate as Ge gets in contact with water. As mentioned above, GeOOH− is
the oxidation reaction product in acidic solutions. This step is slow, as the amount of
holes is limited due to the diffusion or thermionic emission of holes through the space
charge region as shown in Equation 6.11.

Step 1:

Ge+ 2H2O + 2h+ ⇒ GeOOH− + 3H+ (6.11)
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Step 2:

GeOOH− + 6HF + 2h+ ⇒ H2GeF6 +H+ + 2H2O (6.12)

In the second step, GeOOH− gets electrochemically etched in HF as shown in Equa-
tion 6.12. The overall equation for the tetravalent dissolution presented in Equation
6.13 shows that in this case, four charge carriers are needed to remove a Ge atom from
the substrate. Note that similarly to Si, the tetravalent dissolution of Ge does not
foresee hydrogen formation.

Ge+ 6HF + 4h+ ⇒ H2GeF6 + 4H+ (6.13)

Divalent dissolution: Similarly to Si, Ge can dissolve in HF-based electrolytes
through a divalent dissolution mechanism. This reaction consists of six steps shown in
Figure 6.2 starting from a hydrogen passivated Ge surface, due to substrate immersion
in HF. In the first step, an HF−

2 ion present at the electrolyte reacts with a Ge atom in
the presence of a hole coming from the substrate bulk, enabling thus the nucleophilic
substitution of a hydrogen atom by a fluorine atom. This step is responsible for the
porous structure and limits the dissolution rate. The dissolution rate increases with the
applied etching current density and electrolyte concentration because the dissolution
of Ge requires a charge transfer through the interface and HF−

2 ions for the nucleophilic
attack.

In steps two and three, the remaining hydrogen atom is replaced by a fluorine atom
under injection of an electron, producing a H2 molecule which evolves from the surface
of the substrate. Steps four and five show that HF−

2 ions attack Ge back-bonds, being
thus capable of removing the Ge atom from the bulk substrate. The Ge atom is thus
dissolved in the electrolyte and the Ge bulk surface becomes H-passivated. By binding
two F− ions, the dissolved GeF4 molecule reacts to GeF−2

6 . Equation 6.14 shows the
overall reaction equation for the divalent dissolution of Ge. Note that the divalent
dissolution mechanism foresees hydrogen formation.

Ge+ 4HF−
2 + h+ ⇒ GeF−2

6 + 2HF +H2 + e− (6.14)

6.4 Results and model interpretation

Turner reported in 1967 that the Ge dissolution valence is four at low current densities
and it becomes two for higher etching current densities, which agrees with the model
regarding dissolution valence [71]. The experiments show residual hydrogen evolution
for low etching current densities below 2.5 mA/cm2. This agrees with the electrochem-
ical dissolution of germanium insoluble oxides, which foresees hydrogen evolution. The
formation of H2 stops with increasing etching current density up to etching current
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Figure 6.2: Divalent dissolution of Ge in highly concentrated HF. Two charge carriers
are needed in order to remove one Ge atom from the substrate. Figure adapted from
[39].

densities in the 7-10 mA/cm2 range. This is related to the tetravalent dissolution
mechanism, which does not predicts hydrogen formation. Under anodic bias, H2 for-
mation is only possible if Ge is dissolved in the divalent state. Hydrogen bubbles form
if etching current densities above 10 mA/cm2 are applied, thus suggesting that the
divalent dissolution mechanism is dominating.

The I-V curve shown in Figure 6.1 supports the assumption regarding the dissolu-
tion valence. In contrast to Si, the change in the dissolution valence in Ge does not
imply a reduction in the mass transfer rate. The change from tetravalent to divalent
dissolution mechanism does not cause a reduction in the mass transfer rate reduce
because hydrogen formation first starts with divalent dissolution. As a consequence,
the I-V curve does not show any local minimum and maximum similar to the typical
I-V curves in silicon. A constant slope in the positive quadrant is observed, validating
thus the considerations of the model regarding valence.

The presence of oxides at low and very low etching current densities after etching
also suggests that the tetravalent dissolution mechanism dominates for these etching
current density regimes. Ge samples with applied etching current densities exceeding
10 mA/cm2 do not show oxide formation after etching. High etching current densities
dissolve more amount of insoluble Ge oxides and the divalent dissolution becomes the
main Ge dissolution mechanism. The divalent dissolution mechanism of Ge is a very
fast process which allows a quickly atom removal from the surface. As a consequence,
anodic dissolution and porous formation rates increase drastically.
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Figure 6.3: Valence number vs. etching current density calculated from experimental
results using Faraday’s law of electrolysis. The valence numbers presented are the mean
values of all of the experiments carried out. The solid line is a linear fit of etching
current density values exceeding 2.5 mA/cm2. The blue coloured region represents
the etching current density values at which hydrogen evolution is not observed. The
yellow coloured region represents the etching current density values at which hydrogen
evolution from the substrate is observed.

6.5 Valence number calculation

The dissolution valence of the electrochemical etching experiments is determined in
order to validate the model. According to Faraday’s law of electrolysis shown in Equa-
tion 4.3, the mass of a substance altered at an electrode during electrolysis is directly
proportional to the quantity of electricity transferred to the electrode.

Since divalent and tetravalent dissolution are the two parallel dominant and com-
peting mechanisms, the dissolution model predicts a dissolution valence value between
two and four with a decreasing tendency in the valence from four to two. At low etch-
ing current densities, the tetravalent dissolution (valence four) dominates and valence
values closer to four are expected. With increasing etching current density, the diva-
lent dissolution starts to dominate and the valence shall decrease. Figure 6.3 shows the
calculated valence number with Faraday’s law as shown in Section 4.3.4 for different
etching current densities.

The valence number lies in the 0-2 range for very low etching current densities below
2.5 mA/cm2 although values close to four are expected. The accuracy of such a simple
method is limited while dissolving very low amounts of material. Therefore, unreal
valence number values between zero and two are obtained. The experiment duration
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increases up to more than 20 hours in case of very low etching current densities. The
effect of chemical dissolution of native oxides or water-soluble oxides formed during
electrochemical etching in water or HF cannot be neglected as shown in Section 5.2.3
during cavity formation in very long experiments. Ge atoms dissolve electrochemically
but simultaneously, oxides formed during electrochemical etching furhter dissolve either
chemically following the reaction mechanisms shown in Section 6.3.

The model does not predict hydrogen formation with tetravalent dissolution. How-
ever, hydrogen formation is observed experimentally for very low etching current den-
sities. This observation confirms the chemical dissolution of electrochemically-formed
oxides during Ge atom dissolution, as the model predicts hydrogen formation during
chemical dissolution of Ge oxides.

Etching current densities exceeding 2.5 mA/cm2 and below 10 mA/cm2 show va-
lence numbers increasing up to about four. This fact agrees with the model prediction
that states that low etching current densities dissolve via tetravalent dissolution mecha-
nism. No hydrogen evolution is observed, thus agreeing with the tetravalent dissolution
mechanism, that does not foresee hydrogen formation. On the contrary, etching cur-
rent densities exceeding 10 mA/cm2 show strong hydrogen bubble formation. This
fact suggests that the divalent dissolution dominates for this etching current density
range. The slight decreasing tendency of the linear fit shows an increase in the divalent
dissolution. This agrees with the model and with Turner’s statement regarding Ge
dissolution valence [71].

Figure 5.7 shown in Section 5.2.1 represents the dissolution rate Rdiss measured for
different etching current densities for ethanoic and aqueous electrolytes. Two different
etching regimes are identified in the semilogarithmic plot of the dissolution rates of
the PGe layer: Below and above 7.5 mA/cm2. The tetravalent dissolution mechanism
is a slow dissolution process due to intermediate oxide formation. On the contrary,
the divaltent dissolution mechanism is a much faster dissolution process. The drastic
change in the dissolution rate at 7.5 mA/cm2 suggests that the etching mechanism
has changed from tetravalent to divalent. This etching current density value nearly
corresponds as well to the value at which hydrogen formation stops, hence confirming
the change in the dissolution mechanism.

6.6 Valence band simulation

Several authors have suggested that electropolishing in Ge is caused by a leakage cur-
rent during electrochemical etching, which causes the already formed porous surface to
dissolve into the electrolyte [9],[14]. The computer program AFORS-HET created at
the Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin is commonly used for the numerical simulation of het-
erojunction solar cells and measurements [76]. AFORS-HET additionally permits the
simulation of band diagrams of metal/semiconductor interfaces, which behave similarly
to electrolyte/semiconductor interfaces as shown in Section 2.2.3.

Figure 6.4 shows the simulation of the band bending diagram within a Si electrode
as it is in contact with a metal. This simulation serves as a reference for the Ge
electrode, as it is well known that porous Si formation does not lead to electropolishing
of the surface excepting the nucleation phase prior to porous formation. The doping
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Figure 6.4: Band bending within a Si electrode/metal interface with same doping
concentration as the experimental Ge samples. The metal contact is placed at the left
side of the graphic and it is not drawn.

Material Electronegativity

Germanium 2.01
Silicon 1.9
Fluorine 3.98
Chlorine 3.16
Sulphur 2.6

Table 6.1: Electronegativity values of different atoms. Data from [74].

concentration of the substrate is 7·1017 cm−3, characteristic of Ge samples used in the
experimental work. The applied etching current density is 5 mA/cm2, a typical etching
current density value used experimentally for pore formation. The metal contact is not
shown and is located at the left side of the image with a work function placed at a
level of -4.5 eV and equal to the Fermi level within the semiconductor.

Diffusion and thermionic emission of holes through the SCR are the dominant mech-
anism for mesoporous Si formation in p-type substrates with doping densities below
1018 cm−3. The width of the SCR extents up to approximately 50 nm and the energy
difference is about 0.5 eV. The tunneling probability is 4.38·10−235 as calculated with
the simulation parameters with the equation presented in [75] and therefore negligi-
ble. The wide SCR and the pronounced band bending limit spontaneous diffusion and
thermionic emission of holes through the SCR and hence avoid the presence of a leakage
current that could cause electropolishing.

Figure 6.5 shows the simulation of a Ge band bending in a Ge/metal interface
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Figure 6.5: Band bending of a Ge/metal interface. The doping concentration of the
substrate is 7·1017 cm−3. The metal contact is placed at the left side of the graphic
and it is not drawn.

with the same doping concentration as in the Si simulation. The width of the SCR
extents up to approximately 35 nm and the energy difference is about 0.1 eV. The
tunneling probability is 1.33·10−52 and therefore also negligible. Ge shows a much
flatter band bending and a reduced SCR width. Ge hence allows a much easier charge
carrier diffusion or thermionic emission from the semiconductor bulk into the interface
through the SCR. As a consequence, a much larger hole density is available at the
semiconductor surface, the so-called leakage current, that causes electropolishing as
suggested in References [9],[14].

6.7 HF electrolytes for mesoporous formation in Ge

Ge is a very stable and insoluble material and it does not readily react with other
substances and strong acids like sulphuric or hydrochloric acid. Mesoporous formation
of Ge, as well as of Si, is only possible in HF solutions. A possible explanation for
this fact could be related to the electronegativity differences between F and Ge. The
electronegativity is a concept introduced by Pauling, which describes, on a relative
basis, the power of an atom or group of atoms to attract electrons from the same
molecular entity. If the electronegativity difference of two atoms is lower than 1.7, the
bond is covalent. A chemical bond is said to be ionic if the electronegativity difference
exceeds 1.7. Table 6.1 presents some electronegativity values for comparison.

As Ge (or Si) atoms located at the surface of the substrate are in contact with HF,
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Figure 6.6: Ge substrate surface gets attacked with F-ions. The fluorine ions replace
the hydrogen passivation and, due to the difference in electronegativity, weaken the
Ge-Ge back-bonds.

the surface becomes H-passivated [77]-[79]. However, with increasing etching current
density, F− ions or HF−

2 ions attack the Ge-H bonds, replacing the H atoms. Thus, as
a consequence of this attack, the surface bonds of the Ge atom become F passivated as
shown schematically in Figure 6.6. Due to high electronegativity difference between Ge
and F, the Ge atom is pulled out from the bulk and Ge-Ge back-bonds weaken. It is
hence easy for other F− or HF−

2 ions to attack the theoretically more stable back-bonds
and to release an atom from the surface.

Mesoporous formation does not take place in Ge for HF electrolyte concentrations
below 30 wt. %. This effect is probably related to the amount of F− ions able to get to
the substrate-electrolyte interface. Low etching current densities show oxide formation
and, according to the dissolution model, the tetravalent dissolution mechanism domi-
nates. The chemical dissolution of Ge oxides is limited for electrolyte concentrations
below 30 wt. %, as the solubility is limited both by the electrolyte concentration and
by the applied etching current. F or HF−

2 ions are thus consumed in the chemical etch-
ing process of Ge oxides and not in producing mesoporous layers. Therefore, strong
electropolishing effects appear and mesoporous layers do not form. Higher etching cur-
rent densities just strengthen this effect and strong electropolishing is observed. Ge
mesoporous formation can hence only take place in highly concentrated HF solutions
over 30 wt. %.

On the contrary, if the electrolytes applied are HCl or H2SO4, the electronegativity
difference is not large enough to pull out the Ge atoms and to weaken the back-bonds.
As a consequence, Ge atoms cannot be etched, the surface becomes Cl- or S-passivated,
and the substrate does not become porous. Choi and Buriak produced porous Ge layers
by using HCl-based electrolytes with a concentration of 70 wt. % and by applying
alternating bias with very high etching current densities about 300 mA/cm2 [4]. Under
such extreme etching conditions, other effects might play an important role and it
is therefore possible to produce PGe layers. The morphology of the layers was not
described in the study.
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6.8 Summary and conclusions to Chapter 6

Based in experimental observations, a new model for anodic dissolution of Ge and
mesoporous formation in highly concentrated HF electrolytes has been proposed. The
model, as in the case of Si, takes into account the divalent and tetravalent dissolution
mechanisms. Additionally, it accounts for the formation and chemical and electro-
chemical dissolution of Ge oxides in water or HF. In contrast to Si, the tetravalent
dissolution mechanism dominates for low etching current density values. For higher
etching current densities, the divalent dissolution mechanism tends to dominate. Using
Faraday’s law of electrolysis, an overall valence number between 4 and 3 is calculated
for current densities varying between 0.1 and 80 mA/cm2 respectively. The shape of
the I-V curve also supports the assumptions regarding the valence presented in the
model.

The critical etching current density is alternatively determined by using the dis-
solution rates of the already formed porous layer. A value of 7.5 mA/cm2 is exper-
imentally found. The differences in the band bending and the width of the SCR of
Ge and Si suggest that the leakage current is responsible for constant electropolishing
during Ge etching. The sole formation of mesoporous Ge in highly concentrated HF
is explained based on electronegativity considerations of the involved atoms. Due to
the high electronegativity difference between F and H atoms, Ge back-bonds become
weakened, allowing thus Ge dissolution and mesoporous formation. On the contrary,
HCl or H2SO4 based electrolytes cannot produce mesoporous Ge layers because the
electronegativity difference between Ge and chlorine or sulphur is not large enough to
weaken Ge substrate atoms.
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Chapter 7

Annealing of porous Ge

Annealing induces a thermal reorganization of the porous layers, which is a key step
in the PSI process. It determines whether the lift-off and epitaxy are possible. This
chapter presents the results of annealing of porous Ge layers. The dependence of the
reorganization on the porosity and the annealing atmosphere is investigated. AFM mea-
surements and µ-Raman spectroscopy serve for layer characterization after annealing.
MOCVD epitaxy of III-V compounds on reorganized Ge layers is demonstrated.

7.1 Introduction to Ge annealing

A thermally induced change in the porous structure occurs while annealing a porous
layer at sufficient temperature. Annealing is always carried out at a temperature below
the melting point of the substrate. Atoms become thermally activated at high tem-
peratures and they are hence able to migrate and reorganize. The annealing process
produces an enlargement of the internal pore surface and the porous layers reorganize
depending on the porosity of the porous layer. Porous layers with high porosity col-
lapse during annealing whereas porous layers with low porosity form a compacted and
reinforced surface. These properties are well known and of interest for the metallurgical
and ceramic industry. However, annealing processes and thermal-induced changes in
porous semiconductors have not yet been intensively studied.

Different authors have studied the annealing and reorganization of porous Si under
different conditions [83]-[85]. Müller et al. proposed a model based on experimental
observations and Montecarlo simulations which describes the annealing and reorgani-
zation of single or double porous Si layers with different porosities and etching temper-
atures [53],[54]. The annealing of PSi always takes place at a temperature below the
melting point, commonly in a range between 800 ◦C and 1100 ◦C. The atoms become
thermally activated at temperatures in this range and they are able to migrate and
reorganize. However, if Si oxide is present at the substrate, the surface mobility of the
atoms becomes limited, thus hindering a complete reorganization of the porous layers
[83]. Since the H-passivation of Si only lasts a few hours, Si oxide forms rapidly at the
porous walls, as the sample is in contact with the atmosphere. The annealing process
must be therefore carried out in oxygen-free atmospheres (hydrogen or argon) in order
to avoid Si oxide formation.

Concerning Ge, only a few papers regarding annealing of chemically etched porous
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Figure 7.1: Porous layer reorganized and compacted after 30 min annealing process in
hydrogen atmosphere at 575 ◦C. Porosity of the layer prior to annealing: 26 %.

Ge in various atmospheres were published. Annealing processes were used for crys-
talline enhancement, passivation of dangling bonds, or oxidation removal at the surface.
PGe layers were annealed in N2 atmosphere by studying the behavior of chemically
etched Ge nanocrystals (NCs) [86]. No details concerning structure or reorganization
were presented. Annealing of porous stain etched Ge in H2 or in air at 600 ◦C for 30 min
was used for strain removal, crystalline improvement, oxidation removal, and dangling
bond passivation. However, no reorganization was presented [87],[88]. By investigating
the structural composition of chemically etched Ge, an annealing step at 600 ◦C in
H2 atmosphere during 30 min served for passivation of dangling bonds and removing
stress at the interface to the porous substrate [89],[90]. The authors concluded that an
annealing step at such temperature cannot give rise to any structural change in pores
like collapse, pore size changes, and NCs formation.

7.2 Annealing in hydrogen atmosphere

Reorganization of porous layers has to be carried out in a oxygen-free atmosphere.
Oxides penetrate into the pores, hence reducing the mobility of the atoms and avoiding
reorganization in silicon [83]. Porous samples become quickly oxidized as they are
exposed to air. If annealing is carried out in a reducing atmosphere like hydrogen,
native oxides are removed. The advantage of a reducing atmosphere is that hydrogen
reduces Si oxides formed at the surface and enables porous layer reorganization even
after oxidation.

Hydrogen samples serve for PGe layer annealing with varying porosities with a
porosity step of 2 % in the range of 25 % to 65 %. Annealing of PGe layers with
porosity values less than 30 % prior to annealing yields a compact closed layer. Figure
7.1 shows a reorganized and compacted mesoporous Ge layer with a thickness of about
400 nm. The PGe layer had a porosity of 26 % prior to annealing and a thickness of
about 510 nm. The sample has a specific resistivity of 23 mΩcm, the applied etching
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Figure 7.2: Non-uniformly reorganized PGe layer after 1 h annealing process in hydro-
gen atmosphere at 550 ◦C. Porosity of the layer prior to annealing: 44 %.

current density is 1 mA/cm2 and the electrolyte is HF 50 wt. %. The reorganized
layer has a porosity of 0 %. Careful inspection with high resolution SEM does not
show any pore within the compacted layer.

Layers with porosities less than 30 % are of interest for their use as starting layers
in the PSI process. Reorganized PGe is stable for further processing. EDX analysis
corroborates that no oxygen traces are observable due to hydrogen annealing. It is
possible to reorganize very thin porous layers with a thickness of less than 50 nm and
obtain compacted layers. This effect comes out as a consequence of the smaller mean
diameter of the Ge mesopores in comparison to those of Si. The mean diameter of
mesopores in Ge lies in a range of 10 nm to 20 nm as shown in section 5.2 and 5.3.
The small size of the pores is caused by the use of highly concentrated electrolytes.

Annealing of PGe layers with porosities in the 30 % to 50 % range yields a non-
uniformly reorganized porous layer as shown in Figure 7.2. The sample has a specific
resistivity of 13 mΩcm, the applied etching current density is 5 mA/cm2, and the
electrolyte is HF 50 wt. %. The thickness of the PGe layer was 180 nm prior to
annealing and 134 nm after annealing. These PGe layers cannot serve neither as
starting nor as separation layers.

Porous Ge layers with porosities exceeding 50 % prior to annealing completely
collapse during the annealing process. The PGe layer reorganizes during annealing,
yielding a surface with increased roughness. No compacted or reorganized porous layer
is observable. Layers with porosities exceeding 50 % are hence of interest for their use
as separation layers. Figure 7.3 shows a collapsed PGe layer with a porosity of 63 %
and a thickness of 175 nm prior to annealing. The sample has a specific resistivity of
18 mΩcm, the applied etching current density is 15 mA/cm2, and the electrolyte is HF
40 wt. %.

The annealing duration does not affect the annealing experiments. Reorganiza-
tion occurs in the first 15 min of the annealing. Longer experiments do not show any
qualitative improvement in the reorganization. Temperatures for substrate annealing
are below the melting point. Structural changes and porous reorganization are ob-
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Figure 7.3: Collapsed PGe layer after 30 min annealing in H2 atmosphere at 550◦C.
Porosity of the layer prior to annealing: 63 %.

servable for annealing temperatures exceeding 400 ◦C. Temperatures in the 400-500
◦C range do not drive to complete substrate reorganization, yielding a partially reor-
ganized layer. Temperatures exceeding 500 ◦C are necessary in order to obtain the
necessary reorganization of mesoporous Ge layers. Temperatures higher than 60 0◦C
allow reorganization, but it is not homogeneously distributed in the sample. It can
be stated that the optimum temperature for PGe reorganization lies in the 500 ◦C to
600 ◦C range. This contradicts the statement from Lomov et al. that concluded that
temperatures of 600 ◦C were insufficient for structural changes in PGe [89].

7.3 Annealing in other atmospheres

7.3.1 Annealing in argon atmosphere

Argon atmosphere is used for porous Si annealing and reorganization. Argon is a
noble gas, inert, and hence does not reduces oxides. Therefore it is necessary an
oxide removal step prior to annealing. The advantage of argon atmosphere is that the
explosion hazard of the H-atmospheres is not present. Argon is also less expensive than
hydrogen.

Similarly to Ge hydrogen annealing, PGe layer annealing in argon atmosphere shows
layer reorganization for temperatures exceeding 400 ◦C, although temperatures exceed-
ing 500 ◦C are necessary for complete reorganization. Temperatures exceeding 600 ◦C
show inhomogeneous reorganization. The optimum temperature for sample annealing
also lies in the 500-600 ◦C range.

Contrary to hydrogen annealing, native oxides are present at the surface of the
sample after annealing in argon atmosphere, as confirmed with EDX and FTIR. Large
rounded oxide accumulations appear at the surface of the reorganized PGe layer as
shown in Figure 7.4. The sample has a specific resistivity of 25 mΩcm, the applied
etching current density is 1 mA/cm2, and the electrolyte is HF 50 wt. %. The PGe
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Figure 7.4: Reorganized and closed PGe layer after 15 min argon atmosphere annealing
at 575 ◦C. Porosity of the layer prior to annealing: 28 %. Note the oxide accumulations
caused by insoluble Ge oxides during annealing.

layer had a porosity of 28 % prior to annealing and a thickness of 750 nm. After
annealing, the reorganized PGe layer has a porosity of nearly 0 % and a thickness of
595 nm.

The HF dip prior to annealing removes water soluble Ge oxides, but cannot remove
the Ge oxide insoluble phases, which present a limited solubility in HF as shown in
Section 6.2 and in Reference [77]. GeO insoluble phases evolve to water-soluble Ge
oxides during subsequent annealing, causing thus the reorganized PGe layer to become
water soluble and hence unstable for further processing. Various pre-treatments for
oxide removal prior to the tempering process damaged the PGe layer and did not
remove Ge insoluble oxides. Contrary to the silicon case , Ge oxides do not hinder
reorganization.

7.3.2 Annealing in forming gas atmosphere

Forming gas is a mixture of up to 5 % hydrogen in nitrogen. Forming gas is commonly
used for processes that require the presence of hydrogen but without explosion hazard.
Other advantage is that it is not as expensive as hydrogen or argon gas. The optimum
temperature lies in the 500-600 ◦C range, similarly to annealing experiments in hydro-
gen or argon atmospheres. Annealing temperatures between 400 ◦C and 500 ◦C yield
a partially reorganized porous layer. The PGe layer presents colors on its top, charac-
teristic of porous layers that have not been reorganized completely [79]. Temperatures
exceeding 600 ◦C drive to an inhomogeneous layer reorganization.

Samples annealed in forming gas show oxide content as measured with EDX. Ox-
idized porous layers are unstable in water or HF dips. The amount of hydrogen in
forming gas is not sufficient to reduce completely water insoluble oxides formed during
electrochemical etching. Consequently, the PGe layer remains oxidized after annealing.
Variations in the annealing time, temperature, and gas flow do not lead to complete
removal of PGe.
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Figure 7.5: Plane view of a reorganized porous layer in forming gas 45 min at 650 ◦C.
Note that the round-shaped accumulations are Ge water-soluble oxides.

Figure 7.6: Cross section view of a PGe layer annealed in nitrogen atmosphere. Round-
shaped oxide accumulations can be observed at the top of the reorganized layer. The
darker region at the top of the layer has become oxidized. Note that the nitrogen flow
is set to 5 L/min and the annealing duration to 45 min at 680 ◦C.
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Figure 7.5 shows a plane view of a reorganized porous layer in forming gas. Large
Ge rounded oxide accumulations cover the surface, proving thus that the forming gas
does not remove the oxide. Large craters containing oxides form at the surface due to
the non-optimized temperature and annealing time [79].

7.3.3 Annealing in nitrogen atmosphere

The results obtained under nitrogen atmosphere do not substantially differ from those
obtained under forming gas atmosphere. All samples annealed in nitrogen atmospheres
are still oxidized after annealing. Oxidized PGe layers cannot withstand water rinse
or HF dip and they are therefore unstable. Any variation in the annealing time,
temperature, and gas flow does not avoid PGe oxidation.

Figure 7.6 shows a PGe layer annealed in nitrogen atmosphere. Large rounded
oxide accumulations appear at the surface of the layer. A darker region additionally
appears at the upper part of the reorganized PGe layer. The dark region corresponds
to an oxidized region. The oxide diffuses from pore walls during reorganization and
moves to the upper part of the reorganized layer. Annealing and reorganization yield
a PGe layer with two well defined regions: An oxidized and darker region at the upper
part of PGe, and a non oxidized and reorganized region at the bottom of the PGe. A
subsequent water or HF-dip removes the oxidized region and leaves the bottom part
unaffected, as the oxide is only located at the top of the layer and is water soluble.

7.4 Lift-off of single porous layers

Section 5.2.3 shows that the porosity of PGe layers might vary throughout the layer.
Long electrochemical etching experiments with low etching current densities cause the
formation of PGe layers with large cavities as shown in Figure 5.13. Figure 7.7 shows
the cross section of a reorganized PGe layer with varying porosity throughout the layer.
The porous layer is etched 15 hours in HF 50 wt. % with an etching current density of
1 mA/cm2. The substrate resistivity is 20 mΩcm. H2-atmosphere serves for annealing
30 min at 575 ◦C.

Annealing of such layers causes the upper part of the porous layer to become closed
and compacted. Figure 7.7.a shows a SEM cross section caption of a reorganized PGe
layer. The lower part of the layer automatically detaches from the substrate due to
increased porosity at the bottom of the porous layer and the presence of large cavities.
Layer transfer is hence possible by adhering a sticky pad to the PGe layer as shown
in Figure 7.7.b. EDX analysis confirms the presence of transferred PGe layer to the
sticy pad. Figure 7.7.c shows the back side of the sticky pad and Figure 7.7.c shows
the tracks of previous layer transfer experiments.

7.5 Surface characterization

Surface roughness is an important parameter for a subsequent epitaxy of III-V com-
pounds. AFM analysis serves for surface characterization and roughness measurements.
Figure 7.8 shows AFM 3-D scan micrographs with a size of 2x2 µm for each step of the
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Figure 7.7: Figure a) shows a SEM caption of the reorganized PGe layer after annealing.
The reorganized layer detaches from the substrate automatically. Figure b) shows a
sticky pad adhered to a sintered wafer. In Figure c), the back side of the sticky pad
shows the transferred PGe layer. Finally, Figure d) shows the marks of previous layer
transfer experiments.
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Figure 7.8: AFM 3-D scan micrographs of the surface of a) Ge blank wafer, b) Etched
PGe wafer, and c) Reorganized PGe wafer in hydrogen atmosphere. Note that each
measurement has a different height scale.

PSI process, i.e. Ge bulk substrates, as-etched substrates, and reorganized and closed
PGe layers in hydrogen atmospheres. Figure 7.8.a shows the surface of unprocessed
Ge. The maximum peak-valley height difference, i.e. the height difference between the
highest and the deepest point of the surface, is 2.13 ± 0.1 nm. The average surface
roughness is 0.31 ± 0.1 nm. Figure 7.8.b shows a mapping of the surface of a Ge wafer
after electrochemical etching. The maximum height difference is 21.66 ± 0.1 nm and
the mean surface roughness is 3.52 ± 0.1 nm. Figure 7.8.c shows the surface of PGe
after etching and annealing in hydrogen atmosphere 15 min at 600 ◦C. The maximum
height difference is 44.94 ± 0.1 nm and the average surface roughness is 7.85 ± 0.1 nm.

Figure 7.8.a shows an unprocessed Ge wafer that has a flat surface. This substrate
roughness allows high quality epitaxial growth of III-V compounds. Figure 7.8.b shows
the surface of an etched PGe wafer. The increased surface roughness is caused by
strong electropolishing of the already formed porous layer. Substrate reorganization in
hydrogen atmosphere yields a compacted layer with higher substrate roughness as in
the etched state. This substrate roughness allows epitaxy but is not sufficient for high
quality epitaxial growth. The surface roughness increases substantially after etching
and after annealing in comparison to GaAs and Si as shown in Appendices A and B
respectively.

µ-Raman confocal spectroscopy serves for structural analysis of PGe layers. Figure
7.9 shows a µ-Raman shift analysis of a PGe layer. The black line refers to a blank
reference wafer without PGe layer. The dotted red line refers to a PGe etched layer and
the green dashed line refers to a sintered and reorganized PGe layer. Independently of
the intensity, no Raman shift is observable and all three peaks lie at the same value
of 300 cm−1, which is the characteristic Ge l-peak and has been already observed in
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Figure 7.9: Detailed µ-Raman shift analysis of mesoporous Ge. No shift is observable
and all three peaks lie at 300 cm−1.

the literature for Ge bulk substrates [91]. This measurement confirms that etching and
annealing of PGe do not affect the crystalline structure of the substrate and remains
monocrystalline after reorganization.

7.6 MOCVD epitaxial growth of III-V compounds

on reorganized PGe

MOCVD epitaxial growth of III-V compounds is carried out at the research group ”III-
V - Epitaxy and Solar Cells” lead by Dr. Frank Dimroth of the Fraunhofer Institute
for Solar Energy Systems in Freiburg. Three GaInAs/GaInP stacks were grown on top
of reorganized PGe layers at 600 ◦C in hydrogen atmosphere for 1 hour. The porous
layers are etched 3 hours in HF 50 wt. % at 1 mA/cm2. The PGe layer has a thickness
of 90 ± 5 nm and a porosity of 27 ± 5 % prior to annealing. The thickness of each
III-V compound layer is 300 nm. Two stacks are additionally grown on top of reference
Ge wafers.

Figures 7.10.a and 7.10.b show the cross section of GaInAs/GaInP stacks grown on
top of reorganized PGe layers. Each single layer is identifiable due to their different
colour. The substrate roughness of the PGe layer prior to epitaxial growth propagates
throughout the stack, causing irregular layer growth and void formation. Figure 7.10.c
and 7.10.d show a detailed inspection of the layer structure. Enhanced substrate sur-
face roughness prevents high quality epitaxial growth. Figure 7.10.d shows that the
layers present a microcrystalline structure. Irregular PGe surface and defects diminish
the quality of the III-V stack. Growth of III-V compounds on top of PGe layers is
hence possible. However, the quality of the layers is not sufficient for highly efficient
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Figure 7.10: SEM cross section images of epitaxially grown GaInAs/GaInP stacks.
Figures 7.10.a and 7.10.b show the III-V stack and Figure 7.10.c and 7.10.d show a
microcrystalline structure. Figure from FhG-ISE in Freiburg.
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multijunction space solar cells.

7.7 Outlook and conclusions to Chapter 7

Mesoporous Ge annealing in hydrogen atmospheres yields always a reorganized and
non-oxidized PGe layer, which depending on the porosity, either compacts, gets closed
(P < 30 %), and serves as starting layer, or collapses (P > 50 %) and serves as
separation layer. Annealing in hydrogen atmosphere is compulsory in order to obtain
a stable layer for further processing. Hydrogen reduces Ge oxides and avoids oxidation
during annealing. The optimum reorganization temperature lies in the 550 ◦C to 600
◦C range, contrary to the statement of Lomov et al., who stated that 600 ◦C was
insufficient for structural changes in PGe [89]. Structural changes are observable for
temperatures as low as 300-400 ◦C.

Annealing in forming gas, nitrogen, or argon atmospheres yields an oxidized and
reorganized PGe layer which dissolves in water or HF. Insoluble GeO phases formed
during electrochemical etching evolve to water-soluble GeO during annealing. Ge ox-
ides do not hinder reorganization of PGe contrary to the Si case [83]. Reorganized
PGe layers in forming gas, argon, or nitrogen are unstable for further processing and
therefore do not permit epitaxial growth.

Lift-off of layers with large voids and varying porosity is demonstrated. The surface
roughness increases drastically after etching and annealing steps. III-V epitaxial growth
is possible on top of reorganized PGe layers. The surface roughness is however not
sufficient for high quality epitaxial growth. III-V stacks present very large surface
roughness and microcrystalline structure derived from the PGe substrate. The quality
of these layers is not sufficient for the fabrication of high-efficiency space solar cells.
The initial objective of fabricating a very-thin highly-efficient space solar cell was set
aside and the efforts were concentrated in obtaining other porous materials that allow
high-quality epitaxial growth. Appendices A and B present the results derived from
these investigations.
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Summary and conclusions

Multidisciplinary applications of porous Ge motivate this thesis. Porous Ge is of inter-
est for optoelectronics, fuel cells, biomedical applications, and hydrogen purification.
The porous silicon process allows, based on temperature-induced morphology changes
of a mesoporous double layer, the separation of very-thin semiconductor films. Layer
transfer processes based on porous materials similarly to the PSI process are interest-
ing for the fabrication of very thin highly-efficient solar cells. This thesis explored the
possibility of applying a layer transfer process for space solar cells based on mesoporous
germanium, which might help to reduce the weight of the solar array and increment
the available payload of the satellite.

Previous studies did not succeed to produce mesoporous Ge by electrochemical
etching. Therefore, the thesis focussed first on PGe layer formation and morphology
characterization. For the first time in the literature, uniform 4 inch mesoporous Ge
layers formed by electrochemical etching of highly-doped Ge substrates in highly con-
centrated HF-based electrolytes with a concentration of 30-50 wt. %. The porosity
strongly determines substrate reorganization and typically varied in a range of 25 %
to 70 % as measured by gravimetrical measurements. Layers with porosities exceeding
40 % serve as separation layer and are easily achievable, whereas layers with porosi-
ties below 30 % are interesting as starting layer and however, difficult to achieve. Low
porosities require the combination of all three important etching parameters: Low etch-
ing current densities, high electrolyte concentrations, and substrate specific resistivities
in the 17-30 mΩcm range.

Porous Ge formation presents substantial differences to porous Si or GaAs forma-
tion. PGe formation was always accompanied by strong electropolishing effects, which
caused the already-formed porous layer to dissolve. The usage, i.e. material/porous
transforming efficiency, increased from 0.2 % to 98 % by periodically alternating the
etching bias from anodic to cathodic, hence avoiding electropolishing and allowing a
porous layer formation similar to Si. Alternating bias additionally allowed the forma-
tion of double- and multi-layers with varying thickness and porosity. Electrochemical
etching with other electrolytes did not show mesoporous layer formation in any concen-
tration. Otherwise, macropores and etch pits formed with varying size and orientation.

Based on experimental observations, this work presented a model describing Ge
anodic dissolution and porous etching in highly concentrated HF electrolytes. Germa-
nium’s anodic dissolution differs from silicon’s. Contrary to Si, the tetravalent is the
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main dissolution mechanism for low etching currents in Ge. The divalent dissolution
dominates for high etching current densities. This influences the etching velocity and
causes low etching rates. The critical etching current density was determined using the
etching rates. Faraday’s law of electrolysis served for determining the dissolution va-
lence number. Band bending simulation of Si- and Ge/electrolyte interfaces suggested
that a flatter band bending in the Ge case was responsible of electropolishing, effect
that was already observed by other authors.

Annealing of mesoporous Ge layers was investigated and various atmospheres and
temperatures served for PGe reorganization. Hydrogen atmospheres yielded stable
and reorganized porous layers, whose structural morphology varied depending on their
porosity. On the contrary, samples annealed in nitrogen, forming gas, or argon always
yielded an oxidized porous layer, hence water-soluble and unstable for further process-
ing. Ge annealing and reorganization must be carried out in hydrogen atmosphere in
order to ensure stable further processing. AFM served for surface characterization and
showed an increased surface roughness after etching and annealing. Epitaxial growth
of III-V compounds on top of reorganized and stable porous Ge layers was possible
but showed high surface roughness, low quality, and microcrystalline structure. The
growth of space solar cells on reorganized PGe layers requires more efforts.

Finally, Appendices A and B present alternatives to mesoporous Ge for layer trans-
fer processes applicable to space solar cells that were investigated during this thesis.
Appendix A presents the first time demonstration in the literature of mesoporous p-
type GaAs single- and double layer formation. The demonstration for the first time
in the literature of mesoporous Ge and GaAs formation by electrochemical etching in
highly doped p-type substrates represents a significant advance to the previous porous
materials knowledge. Inverted {111} pyramids form at the porous layer/substrate in-
terface by applying low etching current densities. High etching current densities avoids
pyramid formation. The reduced substrate roughness of PGaAs in comparison to PGe
suggests that high-quality epitaxial growth of III-V compounds is possible. Appendix
B deals with mesoporous formation on PSi (100) substrates with a 6◦ miscut orientation
towards (111). EBSD measurements indicate that the substrate orientation remains
constant after etching and annealing. µ-Raman analysis do not show any peak shift,
that indicates that the crystalline structure remains unaffected. AFM measurements
demonstrate that the substrate roughness after etching and annealing is comparable
to the bulk substrate, hence suggesting that high quality epitaxial growth of III-V
compounds is possible. Both porous materials are interesting and open a new field of
investigation.



Appendix A

Mesoporous GaAs

Other potential alternatives for layer transfer based on porous materials have been addi-
tionally studied simultaneously to the investigation regarding mesoporous Ge formation.
The formation of porous GaAs has been extensively studied [92]-[99], specially focused
in n-type substrates. The investigation has been mainly focused on optical properties for
photonic crystals and photoluminescence emission of nanocrystals, but not on applying
lift-off processes. Porous GaAs can be obtained by means of electrochemical etching in
H2SO4 [100],[101], HCl [93],[92], and in HF [94]-[99]. This appendix presents for the
first time in the literature a demonstration of mesoporous GaAs formation in highly
doped p-type substrates. Mesoporous single- and double layers are obtained by means
of electrochemical etching in highly concentrated HF-based electrolytes.

A.1 Experimental

The GaAs wafers used in this investigation are monocrystalline, 4 inch in diameter,
and polished on both sides. The substrates have a thickness of (650 ± 50) µm. The
substrate orientation is (100) and the specific resistivity is in a range of 1 mΩcm to
5 mΩcm. A double container etching cell is used for anodizing the wafers. Aqueous
hydrofluoric acid with a concentration varying in a range of 30 % to 50 % in weight
serves as electrolyte. The potentiostat Elypor 3 (ET&TE Etch & Technology GmbH)
allows various current or voltage time-profiles in either galvanostatic or potentiostatic
mode. After etching, the samples are rinsed in deionized water and dried under N2

stream. The morphology and thicknesses of the porous layers are inspected with a
SEM and the surface roughness is investigated using an AFM.

The porosity is calculated by means of gravimetrical measurements. The wafers are
weighed before (m1) and after (m2) etching in order to determine the amount of gallium
arsenide that has been removed during porous formation. Afterwards, the wafers are
introduced for 10 sec in a H2O:H2O2:H3PO4 (140:2.5:1) or a diluted CP4 solution in
order to remove the porous layer selectively. The remaining mass of the substrate is
obtained by weighing the sample again (m3). The porosity is thus determined as shown
in Equation A.1.

P =
m1 −m2

m1 −m3

(A.1)
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Figure A.1: Porous layer with a thickness of about 1.3 µm with well-defined
<111> pyramids present at the porous layer/substrate interface. Etched 50 min at
1 mA/cm2 in HF 45 wt. %. Etching rate of 24.9 nm/sec.

A.2 Mesoporous single- and double layer formation

Porous GaAs layers are obtained by anodization with different current densities. Ran-
domly and uniformly distributed mesopores form at the surface of the sample during
etching. Figure A.1 shows a cross-sectional SEM image of a GaAs sample after etching.
Figure A.1 shows a porous layer etched 50 min in HF 45 wt. % with an etching current
density of 1 mA/cm2, yielding a porous layer thickness of 1.3 µm with a porosity of 56
% and 100 nm-sized <111>-oriented pyramids at the porous layer/substrate interface.
{111} faceting is anisotropic and is caused by a smaller etching rate for {111} than
for {100} planes. This effect has not been reported either for Si [3] or for Ge [21]
mesoporous layer formation in highly concentrated HF electrolytes.

Porous formation with etching current densities below 7.5 mA/cm2 shows pyra-
mid formation whereas etching current densities exceeding 7.5 mA/cm2 do not show
pyramid formation as shown in Figure A.2. The high etching current density domi-
nates the etching process and overcomes the resistance of the stable {111} planes. The
porous GaAs/substrate interface flattens and the pyramids do not appear. The porous
layer/substrate interface has a roughness of less than 50 nm as determined by AFM
measurements after chemically removing the porous double layer.

Figure A.3 shows a mesoporous GaAs double layer. The upper layer, with a thick-
ness of 412 nm, is obtained in aqueous HF electrolyte 45 wt. % by applying an etching
current density of 5 mA/cm2 for 5 min. The etching rate is 91.33 nm/min and the layer
has a porosity of 58 %. The buried layer is subsequently etched in aqueous HF with
a concentration of 35 wt. %. The etching current density is abruptly increased to 25
mA/cm2 for 1 sec, resulting in a porous layer with a thickness of about 260 nm, a poros-
ity of 74 % and an etching rate of 260 nm/sec. The porous starting layer is not further
dissolved during this current pulse due to the passivation of the pore walls with hydro-
gen atoms. There are no pyramids observable at the porous layer/substrate interface.
The increased etching current density required for the high porosity layer dominates
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Figure A.2: Porous layer with a thickness of about 650 nm without any pyramids
present at the porous layer/substrate interface. Etched 4 sec at 10 mA/cm2 in HF 45
wt. %. Etching rate: 177.5 nm/sec.

Figure A.3: Mesoporous GaAs double layer. Two well-defined porous layers with
different porosities can be observed. Starting layer: 5 min at 5 mA/cm2 in HF 45 wt.
%; Buried layer: 10 sec at 100 mA/cm2 in HF 35 wt. %.
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Figure A.4: Mesoporous layer detached from the substrate. Etched for 20 sec at 25
mA/cm2 in HF 45 wt. %. Etching rate: 356 nm/sec.

over the influence of the crystallographic orientation. The porous layer/substrate in-
terface has a roughness of less than 100 nm as determined by AFM measurements after
chemically removing the porous double layer.

Uniform single- and double porous layers with a thickness of up to 7 µm form
reproducibly. The porous layers are composed of micro- and mesopores with a diameter
in the range of 1 nm to 38 nm as measured by SEM with an image recognition software.
The porous layers automatically detach from the substrate when the thickness of the
porous layer exceeds 7 µm, hence forming a self-standing porous layer. These porous
layers cannot be thus utilized for a subsequent epitaxy and layer transfer processes.
Figure A.4 shows a self-standing mesoporous layer that has been detached from the
substrate.

A.3 Porous GaAs layer characterization

The porous layer etching rate is determined for varying etching current densities with
a substrate specific resistivity of 1 mΩcm and an electrolyte concentration of 45 wt.
%. Figure A.5 shows that the porous GaAs etching rate lies in a range of 1.7 nm/sec
to 1.7·103 nm/sec for etching current densities of 0.1 mA/cm2 to 100 mA/cm2 with
an electrolyte concentration of 45 wt. %. The etching rate increases linearly with
increasing etching current density. Similarly to the anodization of p-type Si with the
same substrate resistivity and without illumination, the etching rate increases with (i)
increasing etching current density and (ii) increasing electrolyte concentration.

Figure A.6 shows the dependence of the porosity on the etching current density.
Porosity values in the 55-70 % are obtained for an electrolyte concentration of 45 wt.
% and a substrate resistivity of 1 mΩcm. This effect has been already observed in
Si [40] and Ge [22]. Figure A.7 shows the porosity in dependence on the electrolyte
concentration for an etching current density of 1 mA/cm2. Porosities lie in a range of
69 % to 53 % for etching current densities ranging from 30 wt. % to 50 wt. %. The
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Figure A.5: Etching rate vs. etching current density for an HF electrolyte concentration
of 45 wt. %. Note that the solid line is a linear fit to the experimental data.

Figure A.6: Porosity vs. etching current density for an HF electrolyte concentration
of 45 wt. %. Note that the solid line is a guide for the eye.
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Figure A.7: Porosity vs. electrolyte concentration for an etching current density of 1
mA/cm2 and a substrate resistivity of 1 mΩcm. The solid line is a linear fit to the
experimental data.

porosity decreases nearly linearly with increasing electrolyte concentration. This effect
has been already observed in Si [40] and Ge [24]. Similarly to the anodization of p-type
Si with the same substrate resistivity and without illumination, the porosity increases
with (i) increasing etching current density and (ii) decreasing electrolyte concentration.

Figure A.8 shows three dimensional surface AFM scans of GaAs samples with an
area of 1 µm 2. The mean surface roughness of the non-processed GaAs wafer is 0.15
nm with a maximum height difference of 1.21 nm. The surface roughens slightly after
etching to a mean roughness value of 0.24 nm and a maximum height difference of 3.12
nm. The surface roughness values are however much lower than those of porous Ge as
shown in Section 7.5.

Figure A.8: Surface AFM scans of GaAs wafers with a resistivity of 1 mΩcm. At the
left, unprocessed GaAs bulk wafer. At the right, porous GaAs after etching. Note that
the scale varies in a range of -3 nm to +3 nm.
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A.4 Summary and conclusions to Appendix A

Mesoporous GaAs double layers with different porosities and thicknesses up to 7 µm
are formed on highly doped p-type 4 inch GaAs substrates by means of electrochemical
etching in highly concentrated HF electrolytes. Porous layers with thicknesses exceed-
ing 7 µm automatically detach from the substrate and form self-standing porous layers.
Small <111> oriented pyramids form at the interface between porous layer and sub-
strate if etching current densities below 7.5 mA/cm2 are applied. The facetting at the
porous layer/substrate interface disappears by increasing the etching current density
above 7.5 mA/cm2. Porous double layers with different porosities are obtained by
varying simultaneously the etching current density and the electrolyte concentration.

The etching rate of the porous layers lies in the range of 1.7 nm/sec to 1.7·103

nm/sec for etching current densities of 0.1 mA/cm2 to 100 mA/cm2 with an electrolyte
concentration of 45 wt. %. The porosity of the porous GaAs layers behaves similarly
to porous Si or Ge. The porosity increases from 56 % to 70 % in the 1 mA/cm2 to
100 mA/cm2 range and decreases nearly linearly from 69 % to 53 % with electrolyte
concentrations increasing from 30 wt. % to 50 wt. % respectively. The etching process
increases the mean roughness of the porous layer surface from 0.15 nm to 0.24 nm,
although it is very small in comparison to the roughness values of porous Ge and
hence promising for the achievement of a layer transfer process. The etching rates and
thicknesses achieved indicate that this technique may be compatible with standard
processes in the space solar cells industry. Future investigations will show whether this
porosity step is already sufficient for a layer transfer process.
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Appendix B

Mesoporous Si (100) with 6° off
towards (111)

This chapter deals with the preservation of the 6◦off orientation towards (111) after
annealing of porous Si double layers. Reproducible layer transfer of double layers and
the preservation of the substrate orientation open them the possibility of applying a
successful layer transfer of III-V compounds grown epitaxially on top of reorganized
mesoporous Si. Wafers with 4 inch diameter are used, which is the standard substrate
size in space solar cell production. The surface roughness and the crystalline orientation
of the substrate are investigated by means of AFM measurements and EBSD analysis
respectively. µ-Raman confocal microscopy analysis is carried out as well.

B.1 Experimental

The sample preparation for the PSI process starts with boron-doped, monocrystalline
one-side polished Si wafers with 100 mm diameter. Their thickness is (525 ± 25) µ
m, their orientation is (100) with a miscut of 6◦ off towards (111), and the specific
resistivity is (10 ± 2) mΩcm.

The double-container etching cell shown in Section 4.1 serves for anodizing the
wafers. The electrolyte is a 2:1 vol solution of HF 50 wt. % in ethanol. The silicon wafer
is immersed in the solution and the electrical contact is obtained due to the high dopant
concentration of the substrate. The potentiostat Elypor 3 (ET&TE Etch & Technology
GmbH) allows different etching profiles in either galvanostatic or potentiostatic mode
with anodic or cathodic bias. The starting layer is etched for 100 sec at 5 mA/cm2.
The separation layer is etched for 3 sec at 200 mA/cm2. After etching, the substrates
are rinsed in deionized water, dried under an N2 stream, and introduced in a H2 furnace
for sintering. The sintering of porous Si is always carried out at temperatures below the
melting point, typically at 1100 ◦C. The annealing step lasts 1 hour. After annealing,
the starting layer is attached to a glass carrier. By applying mechanical stress to the
glass carrier, the separation layer detaches from the substrate.

The morphologies and thicknesses of the porous layers are investigated in a high
resolution Hitachi S-4800 SEM. The porosity is calculated by means of gravimetrical
measurements. A MultiMode AFM (Digital Instruments) with a Nanoscope III con-
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Figure B.1: Cross section SEM image of a reorganized and detached porous layer after
the sintering step of 1 h in H2-atmosphere. Note the 20 nm closed layer at the top of
the starting layer.

troller serves for surface roughness investigation and a SEM/FIB Dual Beam Strata
DB235 with DigiView 1612 CCD Camera (TSL Company) serves for EBSD analysis.
The µ-Raman confocal spectroscopy setup consists of a Impex-MSL50 diode-pumped
solid-state laser with a wavelength of 532 nm, whose beam is focused using an objetive
OBJ Plan SL 100x (Mitutoyo). The scattered light after interaction with the sample
is coupled with a monocromator Holospec f/1.8i (KOSI) and detected with a CCD
Camera (Andor Newton).

B.2 Porous double layer formation and characteri-

zation

The PSI process ensures a layer transfer on (100) Si substrates and is highly interesting
for the space industry. However, there are some drawbacks for the application of the
PSI process to the epitaxial growth of III-V compounds on Si (100) substrates: The 4
% large lattice mismatch between GaAs and Si, the large thermal expansion coefficient
difference of 3.1 10−6 K−1, and the incompatibility of polar and nonpolar materials.
Most of these obstacles are eliminated by the utilization of Si substrates with a miscut
of 2-6◦ off oriented towards (111), which avoids the formation of anti-phase domains
and boundaries that are caused by the nonpolarity of Si and the lattice mismatch.
High quality III-V compound epitaxial growth is hence possible on such substrates.
The orientation miscut shows a step-like shaped surface. This substrates are hence
interesting due to their potential applications in the space and concentrator solar cells
industry.

Mesoporous Si double layer formation is investigated on substrates with an orien-
tation of (100) with a miscut of 6◦ off towards (111). Figure B.1 shows a reorganized
porous double layer after lift-off formed on a 4 inch wafer with orientation (100) with
6◦ off towards (111). The porous Si stack has a thickness of about 1.2 µm and consists
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Figure B.2: EBSD analysis of the Si surface a) before etching, b) porous silicon, c)
after sintering. Note that the scan step and the scanned area vary for the different
images.

of two layers with different porosities. The starting layer has a thickness of about 900
nm and is composed of micro- and mesopores with a porosity of 22 %. Porosities be-
low 30 % are necessary for the starting layer in order to obtain porous reorganization
and surface closure for the epitaxial growth. Low porosities improve the quality of the
epitaxial layer. The separation layer has a thickness of about 370 nm and a porosity of
48 %. Porosities exceeding 40 % are desired for the bottom layer to allow separation
of the epitaxial layer from the substrate, since the mechanical strength of the layer
decreases with increasing porosity.

The sintering step is necessary for the reorganization of the porous layers that
finally leads to a closed surface that is suitable for high-quality epitaxy. A 20 nm
thick reorganized and closed layer appears at the top of the starting layer. Substrates
are sintered in H2 atmosphere because the hydrogen reduces oxides at the pore walls
that would otherwise hinder porous reorganization by decreasing the mobility of the
Si atoms [83].

EBSD measurements serve for investigating the crystal orientation of the substrate
after all three steps of the PSI process in order to determine whether the crystal
orientation varies after the electrochemical etching and the annealing steps. Figure
B.2 shows EBSD mappings of the unprocessed polished Si wafers, as-etched porous Si,
and sintered porous Si. Figure B.2.a shows a homogeneous colour distribution that
implies that the orientation of the substrate is constant throughout the surface. Figure
B.2.b shows the EBSD mapping after etching. The etched substrate has predominantly
the same orientation as the unprocessed Si. However, points of different orientations
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Figure B.3: SEM cross sectional image of a porous double layer with an accumulation
of non-closed pores, responsible of local changes in the orientation in Figure B.3.c.

are present at the surface. Figure B.2.c shows the substrate orientation after etching
and sintering. The predominant colour in all figures confirms that the orientation has
not varied and only very few points of different orientation appear. The pole figures of
each measurement additionally confirm that the substrate orientation is (100) with 6◦

off towards (111) in all cases.
The surface of the etched sample substantially differs from the unprocessed sample.

Detailed analysis shows that the points of different orientations in Figure B.2.b are
errors caused by optical effects due to pore accumulation: Pores distort the electron
beam, showing an apparent change of the substrate orientation. However, the etching
process only removes atoms selectively from the crystal structure and therefore does not
change the crystal orientation. Very small points with different substrate orientation
are also present in Figure B.2.c. After sintering, the surface of the sample is closed.
However, the reorganisation of the randomly arranged pores of different size can cause
locally an open surface due to e.g. the lack of silicon. The electron beam is thus
disturbed as shown in Figure B.2.b. Figure B.3 shows a tilted cross sectional image of
a porous double layer after lift-off with local accumulations of non-closed pores.

µ-Raman confocal spectroscopy analysis gives additional information regarding the
crystallinity of the Si wafer at different states of the PSI process. Figure B.4 shows the
Raman shift of unprocessed Si (continuous line), porous Si (dotted line), and reorga-
nized porous Si (dashed line). Characteristic transverse-optical (TO) and longitudinal-
optical (LO) phonon modes are clearly identifiable at 301 cm−1 and 522 cm−1 respec-
tively. Native oxide formation after sample processing causes the peak in the 940-980
cm−1 range.

Figure B.5.a shows a detailed analysis of the TO mode of Si at 301 cm−1. Unpro-
cessed Si shows the highest intensity signal. The intensity of the signal significantly
decreases for the electrochemically etched porous silicon, but there is not a Raman shift
observable. The sample after the annealing step also presents a peak at 301 cm−1. The
intensity increases substantially in comparison to the porous silicon sample although it
remains at a lower level than unprocessed silicon, pointing out that the reorganization
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Figure B.4: Raman shift of unprocessed Si, porous Si, and reorganized porous Si. The
black line S1 is related to unprocessed silicon. The red dotted line S2 is related to
porous etched silicon. The green dashed line S3 is related to sintered silicon.

Figure B.5: Detailed µ-Raman shift analysis of important peaks. The black line S1
represents unprocessed silicon, the red dotted line S2 represents porous etched silicon,
and the green dashed line S3 represents sintered silicon.
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Figure B.6: Surface AFM scans of Si wafers a) before etching, b) porous silicon c) after
sintering. Note that the scale varies in a range of -4 nm to +4 nm and the scans have
an area of 1 µm 2.

does not decrease substantially the quality of the layer and no mechanical stress and
amorphous phases appear. Figure B.5.b is related to the LO mode of silicon at 522
cm−1. No peak shift is either observed in this case. The intensity of sintered silicon
exceeds the intensity of porous etched silicon, confirming thus that the reorganization
increases the intensity and therefore the quality of the chemically etched porous layer.
Finally, Figure B.5.c is related to the SiO2 peak. The intensities of both unprocessed
and sintered silicon are similar and once again, higher than the intensity of etched
silicon.

Figure B.6 shows surface AFM scans of unprocessed Si, porous Si, and sintered Si
and the colour scale varying in a range of -4 nm to +4 nm. Figure B.6.a shows the
surface of unprocessed silicon. The surface has the characteristic step-like shape of
substrates with miscut, with an average height roughness of 0.55 nm and a maximum
height difference of 4.90 nm. The waves have a maximum height of 4 nm and are
up to 100 nm large. Figure B.6.b shows the mapping of an as-etched surface. The
mean surface height roughness is 0.27 nm and has a maximum height difference of
2.45 nm. The mean surface height roughness decreases after etching due to the typical
electropolishing step prior to porous Si formation. The step-like surface becomes first
electropolished. Afterwards, porous formation takes place and a mesoporous layer
covers the surface of the substrate. Single mesopores are not observable in Figure B.6.b
due to the high pore density. The lateral resolution hence diminishes and the surface
has a flat appearance. Figure B.6.c shows the surface after etching and annealing.
The surface has steps of the same shape as the unprocessed polished samples. The
maximum height difference is 7.93 nm. The steps have a size in the 50-400 nm range,
thus larger than unprocessed. The average height roughness increased up to 0.78 nm.
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The unprocessed sample has a wavy-shaped surface, characteristic of substrates
with orientation miscut. After etching, the surface roughness decreases caused by the
nucleation phase prior to porous formation. The surface becomes electropolished until
pore formation starts, causing the wavy surface to disappear. The porous layer has
a much flatter surface than unprocessed silicon and a lowered average surface height
roughness. The annealing step causes the atoms to reorganize into a configuration with
lower surface energy. The mean roughness hence increases and the surface rearranges
into a step-like shape similar to unprocessed silicon with the same orientation of the
starting substrate. The surface roughness of sintered samples is acceptable for a epi-
taxial growth of III-V compounds with comparable quality to unprocessed Si, with the
advantage that the porous double layers allow detachment.

B.3 Summary and conclusions to Appendix B

Uniform and reproducible thick mesoporous double layers form on (100) substrates
with 6◦ miscut towards (111) by means of electrochemical etching in ethanoic-based
HF electrolytes. The 6◦ off orientation of the substrate is preserved after each step
as measured by EBSD. µ-Raman confocal spectroscopy analysis does not show any
peak shift, hence confirming that the PSI process does not substantially affect to the
quality of the substrate. The intensity of the Raman lines varies throughout the PSI
process, decreasing after etching and increasing after subsequent annealing. AFM
measurements show that the mean surface roughness decreases from 0.55 nm to 0.27 nm
after etching due to electropolishing prior to porous formation. The reorganized porous
layer shows an only slightly increased average surface roughness of 0.78 nm, which is
acceptable for epitaxial growth. The preservation of the orientation and surface quality
as well as reproducible layer transfer opens a new possibility of applying a layer transfer
process of III-V compounds based on mesoporous Si with 6◦ off miscut towards (111).
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Appendix C

Mixture of electrolytes

This appendix describes the procedure to obtain the electrolyte concentration desired
for the experimental work. All the concentration values presented in this text are given
in weight percentage. Electrolyte solutions are commonly prepared by diluting highly
concentrated acids like hydrofluoric acid (40 wt. % or 50 wt. %) or hydrochloric acid
(37.5 wt. %) in water, wetting agents, or organic compounds. Wetting agents are typi-
cally ethanol (CH3CH2OH) or acetic acid (CH3COOH). The wetting agent increases the
wettability of the substrate, helping thus to remove hydrogen bubbles evolving from
the substrate during the dissolution process. Ethanoic solutions increase the depth
uniformity of porous layers because ethanol molecules infiltrate into pores and homog-
enize porous formation. Dimethylformamide (DMF, C3H7NO) or dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO, C2H6OS) serve as organic solvents and are used for macropore formation.

The concentration values are converted to volume values by preparing the elec-
trolyte solutions in order to simplify the experimental work. Following equations serve
to determine the amount of solvent needed to obtain the desired concentration assum-
ing that the volume variation caused by the mixture of acid and solvent is negligible.
cacid [%] represents the starting acid concentration, c [%] is the final concentration of
the electrolyte, xx [kg] is the amount of acid (in weight), yy [kg] is the amount of
solvent (in weigt), ρacid [ g

cm3 ] is the acid’s mass density, and finally ρwater [ g
cm3 ] is the

water’s mass density, which is equal to 1 g
cm3 . Hydrofluoric acid’s mass density is equal

to 1.16 g
cm3 according to supplier’s indications.

c =
cacid · xx
xx+ yy

=
cacid · ρacid · x

ρacid · x+ ρwater · y
=

cacid
1 + ρwater·y

ρacid·x
(C.1)

x

y
=

ρwater

ρacid ·
(
cacid
c
− 1
) (C.2)
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